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BUCKLAND ALPACAS
of LAURISTON

Nowadays Alpaca Passion is the premier
alpaca fashion boutique in Australia and Liz
and Keith have been successfully showcasing
alpaca fleece products to customers in
Daylesford for 14 years and more recently
online. They have also moved their farm and
herd of alpacas from northeast to central
Victoria, with Buckland Alpacas now at home
in Lauriston – perfectly positioned close to
the store – and those “pets” now include
some of Australia’s most highly regarded,
award winning alpacas.
Since then, Liz, along with her daughter
Cassie, have worked towards starting their
own label A.P. MODA, with the aim to bring
an alpaca garment into every woman’s

H

ow does a farmer become a
fashion retailer and designer? The

trajectory to creating your own fashion
label is usually straightforward. But for
Liz Robinson, her pathway has been

wardrobe. Named after their store and the
Spanish word for fashion, A.P. MODA is a
contemporary alpaca womenswear label.
The range consists of timeless classics and
sophisticated staples including knitwear,

completely unconventional.

coats, accessories and homewares.

Back in 2002 Liz and her partner Keith

While Liz still likes to claim that she is just an

purchased a few alpacas as pets. They
quickly became obsessed with these
captivating animals, and since then their
herd has grown from three to over 100
alpacas. To promote the luxurious fleece
being shorn from their animals, they
started importing alpaca jumpers and
ponchos from South America and sold

alpaca farmer from the country, anyone who
has visited Alpaca Passion in Daylesford or
has purchased a piece from the A.P. MODA
range knows that while this may be true, she
definitely has an understated sense of fashion
and design and is well on her way to making
an alpaca jumper a go-to piece in everyone’s
wardrobe.

them in a small shop on their farm, which
they named Alpaca Passion.

alpacapassion.com.au
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Hi to all,

Tr e v o r Pa v l o v i c h

I do hope that you are all well
and in good health.
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As I write this foreword New
South Wales, Victoria and
South Australia have moved to
lockdown.
How many folks are suffering at
this time, let us all consider our
friends, family and people we
don’t know in prayer and hope all will be well.

Scott Hutton

Make a phone call to someone that you have not
spoken to in a while, a familiar voice might be just what
they need.

P R I N T E D BY

We thank all the positive, forward thinking Owners
and Breeders in helping make the World of Alpacas 25th
edition something special for all who read.

Kingswood Print and Signage

F C Aingeal Ridge & Maylands.
I F C Buckland & Alpaca Passion.
8 Yaringa Alpacas.
1 1 Glenavon Alpacas.
1 4 EP Cambridge Alpacas.
1 6 Amethyst Alpacas.
2 8 Lakeland Alpacas.
3 0 El Remanso.
3 8 Wattle Grove Alpacas.
4 0 Fleur de Lys Alpacas.
4 3 Big Sky Alpacas.
4 4 Tirrikee Alpacas.

The response from the USA, Ireland, UK and NZ has
been inspiring to me and all involved with World of
Alpacas. This issue will be on their websites and social
media outlets.

4 6 Redbank Alpacas.

I have spoken to 100’s of Owners and Breeders during
the assembling of our National Edition and there still
remains a positive attitude towards the Alpaca Industry.

5 6 Royal View Alpacas.

When you are reading the magazine you may notice
that there are a few Owners and Breeders who are
ready to retire (don’t know if I like that word). There are
opportunities to purchase some fine Alpacas with great
genetics value adding to your herd.
Regarding Fleece, please view Kobler a very progressive
company and ready to purchase your fleece, no good in
the shed.
I sincerely hope that our National Show does proceed,
we have a very hard working Show Committee working
to this end.
My sincere gratitude to my daughter Michelle for her
professional input (and her patience with me) and to
Scott Hutton for your genius. Twenty20 Graphics www.
t20.com.au

www.aingealridge.com.au

OWNERS & BREEDERS

Kindest Regards
Trevor.

FRONT COVER Aingeal Ridge and

Maylands Alpacas.

INSIDE FRONT COVER Buckland

Alpacas and Alpaca Passion.
INSIDE BACK COVER Maylands.
OUTSIDE BACK COVER Aingeal Ridge.

4 8 Dural Alpaca Park.
5 2 Wharncliffe Alpacas.
5 8 Aingeal Ridge Alpacas.
6 4 Tiyata Suri Alpaca Stud.
7 0 Mioshi Park Alpacas.
7 2 Stevley Park Suris.
7 4 Shalom Alpacas.
7 9 Echo Beach Alpacas.
8 2 Golden Charm Alpacas.
8 4 Keiana Lodge Alpacas.
8 6 Whispering Gums Alpacas.
8 8 K2 Alpacas.
9 2 Jennjoley Alpacas.
9 4 Melody Lane Farm Alpacas.
9 8 Alawah Alpacas.
1 0 0 Cherglen Alpacas.
1 0 2 Green Gully Alpacas.
1 0 4 Thief of Hearts Alpaca Stud
1 0 6 Alpaca Heaven Farm.
1 1 4 Maylands Alpacas.
P R O D U C TS / S E RV I C E S
1 0 Fibre Naturally / Glenavon.
2 6 TNN Australia.
6 8 Fibre Naturally.
7 3 Stevley Park - Zed Designs.

DISCLAIMER

Opinions expressed in this magazine are those of the writers and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the publisher. Advertising copy supplied by the client is the responsibility of the client
and in no way reflects the opinion of the publisher. The entire contents of World of Alpacas is copyright
and may be reproduced only with the written permission of World of Alpacas.

1 0 9 Alexandra Place.
1 1 0 Boston Fine Fibre.

Alpacafibre.com.au
by Kobler an

Alpaca Journey
Like many people entering the alpaca industry, our journey started into
the wonderful world of alpacas with infatuation after being introduced
to a beautiful pair of inquisitive alpacas. It was late 2006, and I was still
living in the UK and frequently travelling to Australia to spend time
with my parents Sarah and Perry Wheeler, who many people know as
Prados alpacas. There is a distinct memory of being newly arrived in
South Australia after 36 hours of travel, exiting the car, looking across
a small paddock with a flourishing vegetable garden fenced off down
one side and the heads and long necks of two newly sheared alpacas
just peering out a shelter at me. I was instantly sold on alpacas and
the lifestyle. Within 18 months, Kobler had been formed, with its first
alpacas and a desire to produce fibre for the larger commercial market.
Little did we fully appreciate the challenges lying ahead.

remember the pride felt and sense of achievement the first time a
bale came out of the old ajax double bin press.
This early fleece processing operation was of enormous value to the
evolution of what we are doing today with the alpacafibre.com.au
brand. One of the significant advancements during this period was
the development by the Australian Alpaca Association of the Code of
Practise Industry Standard for the Preparation of Australian Alpaca.
This publication laid out a very clear and systemised means to supply
fleece to the market. With this information in hand, the formation
of the lot building (wool industry also refers to this as rehandle)
brokerage was formed. As was the brand alpacafibre.com.au which
all fibre is sold under. One of the founding goals of the brokerage was
to help build a sustainable industry based upon the sales of all fibre.
The brokerage was modelled on a first available sale where suppliers
fleece is held until sold, and then the money is paid to the grower.
Up until 2018, we had only been supplying fibre to the domestic
market. This changed with a chance conversation on Facebook,
and we acquired our first export customer in North America.
Since successfully completing this export which wasn’t without
its hurdles, raw fleece has been exported to regular customers
throughout Europe, Asia, Oceania and North America. While there
is the assumption that little alpaca fibre is processed in Australia,

approximately two-thirds of the fleece we sell remains in Australia.
From the conception of the alpacafibre.com.au brand, the importance
of traceability of fibre has been at its heart. The fibre in every bale
is traceable back to the farm, and customers can be supplied with
a regional breakdown of their fibre. This level of traceability is of
increasing importance to many customers.
As the brokerage evolves, so have options available to growers. While
2020 may not be fondly remembered by many, it saw us introduce
fleece advances paid to growers to secure fibre before the alpacas
were even sheared. While the model has yet to be finalised for the
2021 shearing season, a cash on delivery payment system will be
implemented for some of our highest demand lines, including Medium
(24-28 micron) White Huacaya.
The demand for Australian alpaca is exceptionally high, both at home
and abroad. We see a bright future for the brokerage and the entire
industry and are excited to see where this takes all of us.
James Wheeler owns Kobler and operates the alpacafibre.com.au
brokerage across two properties on the Fleurieu Peninsula South
Australia managing over 1000 alpacas along with partner Susan Haese
(Yaringa Alpacas) and his parents Sarah and Perry Wheeler (Prados
Alpacas)

One of the early impediments was the availability of shearers, which
is not uncommon for many even now. This lead to the decision to take
control of shearing and learn to shear. While many owners/breeders
may fear shearing, this was not something we could relate to and
relished in anticipation of seeing the years fibre production. It wasn’t
long before we started shearing for friends and anyone who brought
their alpacas to us. By the 2011 shearing season, we took our shearing
services on the road and haven’t looked back since. Today this sees
us shearing for 700-800 alpaca owners across most of Australia; it has
been an absolute delight to meet so many passionate alpaca owners.
We also receive many enquiries to shear internationally and look
forward to taking up these opportunities as soon as various movement
restrictions ease.
One of the most striking things we learnt as we journeyed around
shearing was the level of despondency around the alpacas beautiful
fibre once sheared. Many owners considered it a bi-product, simply
sending it to a landfill or burning it as there was the belief that there
was little value in the fibre and/or it was too hard to sell. We found
this very disheartening as while we loved the animals and thoroughly
enjoyed the shows, the fleece was the key driver for our entry into
the alpaca industry. By 2013, with and an increasingly large mob of
alpacas, we had purchased a far larger farm on the outskirts of Victor
Harbor, South Australia and decided it was time to scale up what we
were doing with fleece. Working with several bulk fibre buyers, we
started collecting unwanted fibre and building low-value lots. While
these days we can press large numbers of bales in a day, I still clearly
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Building on recent exports to New Zealand and
sales to local mills there’s a busy week ahead with
the first of three truckloads of raw alpaca fibre
leaving. Destined for recurring orders in Europe,
North America and Domestic production. The
demand for Australian Alpaca Fibre is currently
huge, time to think about getting your fleece out of
sheds and upping your fleece production.

Alpacas
YARINGA
We provide:

Yaringa Alpacas is owned and
operated by Susan Haese.
At Yaringa Alpacas we pride
ourselves on our customer
service.

• long term and short term agistment including
birthing care
• excellent after sales service
• stud services to an extensive stable of elite males
and budget males
• embryo transfer
• herd management contracts
• contract shearing
• halter training and show preperation
• workshops on all things alpaca
• consultancy/forward planning
• “Trendy alpaca” selling alpaca accessories

“Coomooloo Station”, 91 Coomooloo Rd Bald Hills, SA, Australia 5203

susan@yaringaalpacas.com.au

alpacafibre.com.au

239 Hindmarsh Valley, SA
Australia 5211

Time to think about getting your fleece out of
sheds and upping your fleece production.

alpacas@kobler.com.au
0403 972 609
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Since 1993, Glenavon has been developing a herd of stud alpacas renowned for
their solid frames, gentle temperaments, and heavy cutting, soft uniform fleeces
ideal for commercial processing. With 25 years of careful breeding and selection,
Glenavon consistently produces premium quality alpacas in all shades from
white to black.
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Presidents
Message

BUILDING A SUCCESSFUL AND
SUSTAINABLE ALPACA INDUSTRY IN
AUSTRALIA

By Brett Fallon | AAA President

Thank you again to World of Alpacas for working so closely

WWW.ALPACA.ASN.AU

with the Australian Alpaca Association promoting our
wonderful industry not only in Australia but the world. We
are very fortunate here in Australia, although we have been
impacted by COVID, our alpaca ventures continue.

I write this note very hopeful that the 2021
AAA National Alpaca Show will proceed in
August. It will be great to see everyone in
person, but even if that is not the case, it still
will present a great opportunity to exhibit our
progress with alpaca to the world.
Not only are we one of the largest national
herds, Australia has some of the best
genetics in the world. This is not by chance.
Australia has many leading international
camelid veterinarians and geneticists. With
technological advances we are pushing
ahead.
It is with great insight that Australian alpaca
stud producers have been using Embryo
Transfer technology developed here in
Australia for multiple generations. It has been
demonstrated to be a safe and ethical process
to advance the best genetics. The technology
has allowed enhancement of the qualities
required to support the long-term demand for
alpaca fibre.

Now Australian stud producers are moving
further ahead undertaking the next phase
of genetic advancement with DNA colour
testing. To assist our members with this,
the Australian Alpaca Association offers
discounted DNA colour testing when
undertaken with sire certifications.
With the higher understanding of colour
genes, each alpaca breeder maximises the
chance of the desired outcome. DNA tested
sires can ensure white programs have white
progeny, fawn programs have fawn progeny
or black programs have black. Also avoiding
blue eyed white progeny when not desired.
The opportunity for calculated decisions has
been even more progressive. Many Australian
stud producers have historically used fibre
traits from lighter coloured sires to advance
coloured programs, but now they do this
without progeny testing or guess work.
Over the next few years it is anticipated that
further advancements will unfold in colour
genetics. It is with this level of investment

in our future that keeps Australia at the
forefront. Producers of the highest calibre
alpaca fibre and seed-stock for the world.
Contact an Australian Alpaca Association
member to find out how they can assist your
alpaca breeding program advance.
Keep safe. Keep well. Enjoy everything alpaca.

STAY CONNECTED
STAY UP TO DATE WITH THE LATEST INFORMATION ON OUR WEBSITE AND
SOCIAL MEDIA:
FACEBOOK - @AUSTRALIANALPACAASSOCIATION
TWITTER - @AUSTALPACAASSOC
INSTA - @AUS_ALPACA
T - 02 6151 2073
E - INFO@ALPACA.ASN.AU

EP CA M BR I DGE

AWARD WINNING,
PEDIGREE ALPACAS
AVAILABLE NOW
LIM ITED TIM E OF FE R
EP Cambridge have bred and exhibited 5 of
the last 8 National Supreme Champions.
For your chance to own a pedigree Alpaca at an incredible price,
speak to EP Cambridge today about tailoring a package
of alpacas to your personal needs or help you find that
next super stud to take your herd to the next level!
Offer only available until the end of February 2021.

DO N’T MI S S TH I S O P P ORT UN IT Y,
S P EAK TO MATTH EW O R CAT HY TODAY.
Matthew - 0429 818 595
matthew.lloyd@btconnect.com
Catherine - 0407 927 649
epcambridge@btconnect.com
Lawrence - 0417 828 753
lawrence@alpacastud.com.au

EP CAMBRIDGE
ALPACA STUD - OAKBANK, SA
E S T. 1 9 9 3
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November 2020 was one of the hardest
moments, in our breeding experience. One
afternoon we came home to find our herd had
been attacked by, what we later found out, to
be town dogs. We were shattered that night
and felt completely helpless on protecting
our herd. We did what we could and brought
everyone as close to the house as possible.
However, that didn’t stop the next two attacks
over the coming week. In total we lost 11, a
mixture of boys and girls.
After long discussions, we decided it was
time to move on from the current property.
The hunt was on for a place that would be
suitable, or at least one that we could use
to benefit us as a stepping stone for us in
our Alpaca journey. Luck would see us being
offered to lease a property approximately
the same size in Meringandan, just half hour
from our current leased property. This move
occurred in March 2021 and all appeared
to be going well. Two weeks after moving
the herd onto the property, I received a call
from the owner stating that our neighbours
had found one of our boys … he had been
attacked by a dog. That day still brings me to
tears. We lost 12 boys, in that one night. Two
of our registered studs, our six-time supreme
champion who was due to be certified this
year, a couple of other up and comings and, to
our entire family’s anguish, Midnight, our first
bottle fed, who was just magnificent!

City to Country

Our introduction

Both Jake and I grew up in the city, one in
Brisbane and the other Tasmania. Living
in the country was never a part of the plan
however work opportunities saw us move
to the small town of Wallangarra, south of
Stanthorpe, in 2013. Thus begun our change
from city to country, which we embraced
and have never looked back. As it turns out,
country living suits us, and we enjoy it more
than we had ever imagined! Our pigeon pair
have enjoyed growing up on a farm, but
sometimes ask that they be ‘normal’ so they
can laze around more! Both Jake and I work
full time jobs through the week, Jake being
a qualified electrician and me a paralegal.
Ideally, I’d love to stay on farm permanently,
however this is just not possible, yet.

We were first introduced to Alpacas after
purchasing our acreage property in Glen
Aplin. I fell in love with them instantly and
couldn’t help myself before purchasing my
first two. What I didn’t know then was that I
was actually acquiring not only a “breeding
pair” (which should NEVER EVER be done)
but also they were one suri and one huacaya!
After doing a lot of research and contacting
a couple of local breeders, we quickly learnt
that this was not an ideal situation and
was swiftly rectified by adding a few more
females.

16
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We made a move to Oakey, near Toowoomba
in QLD, in 2017 where we increased our
number dramatically from 10 to 110 animals.

It was definitely a learning curve in all things
Alpaca and farm related, but we have taken it
all in our stride and used everything that was
thrown our way, good and the not so good, as
a way for us to increase our knowledge.

Our journey thus far
Our move to Oakey was timed during the start
of the Queensland show season! We were
still trying to become accustomed to our new
life on farm and as Alpaca breeders and then
added in our first show season to the mix, so
it was all quite unnerving. That year we did
our first show season, with amazing help from
fellow breeders, in selecting our team. We
were ecstatic with our results and comments
from the judge and were eager to improve
and build the quality of our herd further.

Despite those two horrific situations, we have
had many successes, fun and happy times.
They joy that comes with owning Alpacas is
magical. The bond that you create with each
and every one of their own personalities is a
very pleasurable experience.
We feel our greatest success to date is the
survival of Sammy. Little Sammy was born
at approximately 10 months gestation, only
weighing 2.5kg and born with no fleece. It
was a very challenging time with multiple vet
visits, antibiotics and surgery to remove one
of her eyes. It was unlikely that she would
survive, but she has the fighting spirit and
proved everyone wrong. Sammy’s resilience
resonates throughout our herd and our values
as a stud. Sammy is now coming up to 18
months and is as strong as ever. She runs the
herd and has the attitude of a 6-foot llama,
although she is no bigger than a 6-month-old
cria! Her sassiness and demanding nature still
surprise us daily, yet that is exactly why she
has survived as long as she has. She still has a
very special place in our hearts.

worldofalpacas
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Our experience
We have, for the most part, met the most amazing and helpful people
during our journey in this industry and we hope to help new breeders
find their way, and place. We believe the most important step any new
young breeders can do is find a mentor that they are able to approach
about anything and not feel as though they are alone. Newcomers to
the industry need to know that even the most experienced breeders
have unknown illnesses, deaths and mindboggling moments on their
farms, and should not be afraid to reach out for help. And also know
that sometimes, there is nothing you can do but make the animals last
moments humane and as peaceful as possible.
In our short time within the industry, we have experienced flooding,
drought, dog attacks and some unexplainable infections and
ultimately, deaths. It can be hard to admit when you need help, or
that you are lost and don’t know where to turn. We have been in this
position a couple of times, feeling like we were going to be ridiculed
and made to believe we were not ‘fit’ breeders.
Education is the foremost starting point of owning Alpacas and we
strive to help all new breeders in their own journeys and make them
feel that they can reach out if needed.

World of
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What’s next?
We would not be where we are today without the trials and tribulations
we have been through so far. Although there have been a lot of
heartache and tears along the way, we would not alter our experiences
as we feel these have not only made us stronger, but better breeders.
Throughout the past few years in the show circuit, we have realised our
specific passion is breeding brown suri’s. We are very selective with the
genetics that we purchase and the traits those can bring to our herd
with the hope that we can increase the quality of the fleece that we
can bring to the industry and have adjusted our breeding program to
increase the density in our coloured suri’s.
We still have our very first huacaya, and I think she will be on farm
with us for as long as she likes. No one has a looking glass but we are
confident we know what is in our future as a stud. We have goals which
we would like to achieve, and although we like to dream big, they are
all very achievable!
Everyone as individuals within the industry have multiple views on
what is most important, whether it be about fleece, the show circuits,
imports and/or exports, and we are amongst those who just want to
see the industry excel and thrive for the future generations.

Krystle and Jake Lyndsay
FB		

/amethystalpacas

M 		

0403 730 632

EMAIL

amethyst.alpacas@gmail.com

YOUR
INDUSTRY MAGAZINE
21 YEARS YOUNG
STAY IN TOUCH

CREATE APPEAL

same passion in our industry.

share the same interests.

with current trends and suppliers who share the

by communicating with a target audience who

Speak to Trevor today to discuss an advertising package that suits your budget.
P 08 8294 9151 | M 0415 908 321 | trevp@worldofalpacas.com | worldofalpacas.com

@worldofalpacas

British
Alpacas
A GROWING SUCCESS

The British Alpaca Society is passionate about all things alpaca,
and within the UK helps to ensure the wellbeing of the animals
its members love, as well as celebrating and promoting them to
members and the general public, to ensure they have a bright
and long-lasting future in the UK.
The alpaca in the UK is riding a wave of interest and popularity
that is very encouraging for members of the British Alpaca
Society. For reasons that are not always easy to understand the
British media love alpacas and we have had good exposure on
National TV and Radio as well as local programmes. One factor
that is identifiable is the frequent appearance of alpacas on a
TV programme that documents the daily lives of a Yorkshire Vet
Practice. But we have had features on Breakfast TV and Judge
Robert Rinder as well!!
The British Alpaca Society currently has about 1800 members
with an average herd size of 20. There are a small number of
larger herds, at the time of writing there are 42 herds with 50 or
more breeding females.
The BAS aims to support its members through providing
information and advice that encourages alpaca wellbeing,
alpacas as a “lifestyle” choice and alpacas for personal and
business opportunities.

Wellbeing
The BAS has a great set of resources available
to members and the public that help support
alpaca wellbeing.

The reference material is

supported by a range of training courses that
start with basic husbandry and could lead all
the way to qualification as a judge.
The BAS introduced an “Affiliates” training
programme that standardised a basic set of
information into an 11-module programme
that affiliates can deliver to alpaca owners,

A key activity is our welfare network that

sold.

helps in cases of poor welfare and re-homing

sale alpacas so that bTB can be proactively

(for all sorts of reasons). Often working with

managed, hopefully by avoiding it in the first

the RSPCA or Local Authorities nominated

place. We have regular meetings with our

BAS members provide technical support on

Government Animal Health representatives to

and the public that

alpaca welfare, and, using our network find

try and improve the policy development and

help support alpaca

new homes for animals that need them.

implementation of disease control.

is often difficult territory to negotiate but

“The BAS has a
great set of resources
available to members

wellbeing.”

It

The

Society

recommends

testing

there is a core of dedicated members who do
valuable, unsung work, in this area.

or prospective owners, for a fee paid by the

The BAS is determined to educate its members

delegate to the trainer. Several affiliates have

on the benefits of biosecurity and a proactive

taken and “run with” the opportunity and

health programme.

provide good training for those relatively new

important in respect of bTB, which continues

to alpacas.

to be a problem in the UK cattle population,

The next tier up is administered directly by

and also affects UK alpaca herds.

BAS in three specialist training courses that

to some reports the UK alpaca herd is not

last 1, 2 or 3 days and go deeper into fleece

widely affected by bTB, but cases do crop up,

quality and conformation.

and the BAS encourages testing of all alpacas

This is particularly

Contrary

worldofalpacas
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Lifestyle

The UK has a vibrant showing scene with 16 Halter and 5 fleece shows in
2019. Only fleece shows in 2020 thanks to Covid! The biggest show is the
National held in March over 3 days, which for the last few years has been held
in Telford and attracts over 600 entries for the halter show alongside a fleece
show, a fibre zone and a trade stand village. Some of the regional shows are
part of a county show scene and other are “stand alone”. Across all shows
there have been over 3,000 entries per year for the past 5 years.
A relatively new phenomenon, and one that is still growing is the trekking
and petting scene. Alpacas are popular attractions at farm parks and have
been for quite a while. The expansion area is trekking where members of the
public take an alpaca for a walk on a lead-rope for anything from 20 minutes
to a couple of hours. Some trekkers stay on their own land and others venture
further afield on public footpaths and bridle ways.
Alpacas have also joined in the “yoga-with-animals-scene”. Several venues
offer the chance to do yoga in the company of alpacas both inside and outside.
We have several mills that process alpaca fibre and between them they can
process a single fleece or a bulk order. Many herds have their own outlets
for alpaca garments and there are a handful of professional clothes sellers
who are doing well. The sales of alpaca pillows and duvets is also a growing
market. British Alpaca is supported by the Fibre Marque which assures buyers

Support

of the provenance.
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The BAS has a good on-line registry which allows members to register cria, record
transfers, make show entries and pay for all the above!

The registry is currently

showing 43,000 live alpacas on the books with just over 4,000 new registrations per
year. The registry has a new app linked to it to allow members easy access to their data
from their phone.
Communication between members is a high priority for the BAS. There is a weekly
e-newsletter which keeps members up to date with relevant information, a recently
re-vamped website provides a great resource of information alongside a bi-monthly
magazine and a Facebook chat room for members.

worldofalpacas
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Breeders Of Fine Fleeced Coloured Huacaya Alpacas

LAKELAND ALPACAS

We have one simple goal at Lakeland alpacas, to breed top quality alpacas that are
sure to impress. We are happy and proud at the achievements and advancements
we have made so far and strive to continue doing so.
Quality starts at the beginning with healthy, upstanding, strong boned alpacas
which have beautiful nourished fleeces, suitable not only for the show ring but
with commercial viability to create luxurious garments.
We are passionate about the alpaca industry and we are here to assist and support
anyone wanting to embark on their alpaca journey.
We look forward to hearing from you.

Sam 04208 39030 & Mark 04088 08487
www.lakelandalpacastud.com | lakelandalpacas.qld@gmail.com
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OUR BREEDING PROGRAMME AND THE COLOUR GREY
Whilst we admire all alpaca colours, our favourite is the colour GREY (in all its shades)
and we have been lucky enough to breed the whole range from pinks to rose, from pale
silver to dark grey. Roans now also inevitably pop up as we interbreed our greys with
quality whites and fawns in order to improve the fleece quality in our greys as part of our
long term breeding goal. It’s definitely the “long way round” but the results have been
rewarding and successful. Some may be surprised by the quality in fawns and whites
that we have bred during this journey and now some quality blacks are also emerging.
El Remanso animals and/or fleeces have won Supreme Colour Championships and some
Age-Group Championships in White, Fawn, Brown, Grey and Black – we’re pretty proud
of that achievement.
Bevan and I love all aspects of farming alpaca – its not only our lifestyle ... its our passion.

NORTH CANTERBURY
NEW ZEALAND

Stud Male: Canchones Kowhai Metallica ET
Multi Supreme Grey
Champion Huacaya:
El Remanso Sugar
Yes Please

Anne and Bevan Rogers
email: anne@jazzbears.co.nz
ABOUT US
Why do we love farming alpacas? They’re unique,
captivating, appealing, expressive and very interactive!

B

evan and I became captivated by alpacas back in 1993. We were in
Golden Bay and had visited a local tourist attraction to feed the eels
– the farm we walked through had just imported some of the first
llamas and alpacas into New Zealand. We took our picnic and sat amongst
the alpacas, far more intriguing to us than the eels we had originally come
to see. These amazing animals had reeled in our hearts and from then
we committed to beginning a lifestyle dream which would culminate in
our first purchase of 5 male pets in 1999. Our little herd inevitably grew
and soon we were heavily involved in a burgeoning New Zealand alpaca
industry. I chaired the new Alpaca Association Show Sub-Committee for
some years, instigated and wrote much of the showing handbook and
helped many show convenors throughout the country establish alpaca
sections at local A & P shows. Bevan and I also stewarded many of these
shows up and down the country for a number of years. I convened the first
three AANZ National Alpaca shows held in the South Island, convened and
stewarded a number of alpaca fleece shows, edited the AANZ magazine for
approximately five years and sat on AANZ National Council for a couple of
short periods.
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Stud Male: El Remanso Once in a Blue Moon

Stud Male: Arcady Smokecloud

SO WHAT IS THAT INTRINSIC QUALITY THAT ATTRACTS SO MANY
OF US TO ALPACAS???
“Spirituality involves the recognition of a feeling or sense or belief that there is something
greater than ourselves something more to being human than sensory experience, and that
the greater whole of which we are part is cosmic or divine in nature.”

We also have other things that we do in our lives: Bevan has a local jazz
band which holds gigs throughout the year in our town and he’s also
President of the NZ Artist Doctors Assn which hosts an annual concert in
Christchurch. We have owned, bred and shown Newfoundlands for many
years and I obtained my Specialist, Ribbon Parade and Open show Licence
quite some time ago. The knowledge that I had gained through the canine
show world proved very valuable when it came time to help with setting up
alpaca showing in New Zealand. Even simple things like wearing armbands
in the show ring came from the dog shows, along with compiling show
schedules, judging contracts etc, and classes in ring craft and stewarding.

It’s not just about their alluringly cute looks and chatty hums and clucks. If any of you
were lucky enough to hear Alonso Burgos from Grupo Inca in Arequipa talk at one of the
earlier AANZ Conferences you would have been spellbound by his lecture on the folklore of
the people of South America, their culture and spiritual connections with alpacas. Whilst
I could never appropriately compare our westernised alpaca farming practices with the
South American alpaca farmers whose lifestyle, livelihoods and mythology revolve around
the alpaca, we have witnessed and been part of some unique and “spiritual” events on our
farm and remembering those experiences still bring tears.

OUR FARM

Sadly over the years we’ve had to say our goodbyes to older alpacas in our herd but never
have I seen their passing even noticed. However, recently when the matriarch of our herd,
and the first female we ever purchased, was nearing her passing, the vet was kind enough
to allow me the quiet time and space to sit with her whilst she breathed her last with
her head on my lap as I stroked and whispered to her. As we left her, the rest of the herd
slowly left their place of eating from the far side of the paddock and formed a close circle
around her. They stood in unison quietly as if saluting her departure and paying respect to
the elder of their herd. It was quite some time before they slowly moved away and in their
place her daughter and granddaughter cushed down either side of her – a close family
bond now broken forever but marked with such reverence and dignity.

El Remanso literally means “Place of Peace and Tranquillity” and that’s us –
our secluded 20 plus acres sits alongside the beautiful Ashley River in Okuku.
We are lucky to have relatively summer safe pasture and our alpacas can
shelter amongst the mature shady willows and poplars that are scattered
through the stream and paddocks that make up our farmland.
Note: On 30/31 May a severe flood ripped through our entire property
and it is now no longer the idyll it once was. The re-routing of the river
upstream means we can no longer safely remain and so planning is
underway to relocate the farm.
Stud Male: El Remanso Ripcurl

PHOTOGRAPHY
One of my passions is photography – there’s nothing more photogenic than
alpacas! I have assisted with promotional marketing for a number of studs
throughout NZ and Australia by supplying advertising photography.
Along the way I’ve been lucky enough to meet some top quality alpacas
and their breeders in Australasia and I have felt privileged to be entrusted
to create the images of their wonderful alpacas to promote to the rest of
the alpaca world. It is humbling to see that some of these images continue
to sustain advertising and websites many years later.
My photographic “safaris”, as well as producing some stunning images,
have each come with some of their own back stories and here are a
couple:
It was back in 1995 that I embarked on a project of photographing alpacas
throughout Australasia to feature in an international calendar that I was
producing. I had decided to try and incorporate all colours of the alpaca
spectrum if possible, but silver grey was eluding me. I was alerted to a
young grey male who had performed well in the recent Sydney Royal.
I have always been keen to photograph alpacas with complimentary
backgrounds and as we headed towards Gunamatta Stud, I began to notice
a number of shrubs in suburban gardens festooned with deep pinky purply
flowers and so a picture formed in my mind that that colour could look
pretty good against a grey alpaca. Soon after we arrived, Marconi’s owner
produced a halter for him to wear for the photos but apologised profusely
that it was a very bright colour but it was the only one that fitted –
coincidentally it was the very same colour as the flowery shrubs I had been
eyeing up. Next we had to find a suitable backdrop with the said flowery
shrub. Leaving Marconi and Sue behind at the farm, Bevan and I drove for
many miles around the Sydney suburbs looking for an appropriate setting
but none of the shrubs we spied along the way were tall or bushy enough
and hopes were beginning to fade until ...... we passed the sign to a huge
park and gardens. Imagine our surprise when we found a South American
part to the garden and there standing resplendent beside a beautiful lake
was a massive Tibouchina – who knew – that beautiful pinky purply shrub
was a native to the land of the alpaca! Back to the farm, picking up Sue
Maynard, Lyn Dickson and Julie Bird and of course Marconi back we went.
And that is the back story of this enduring image.
For the 2006 calendar I had always pictured in my mind an alpaca in the
beautiful Whakarewarewa redwood forest in Rotorua. So contacting local
alpaca breeders Chris and Tasha Leach I duly arrived on their doorstep
one winter’s day armed with camera, requesting a handsome, upstanding
alpaca and one cute toddler. I also requested that the toddler wear red, if
possible, as I felt this would be a great contrast in the dark forest. The next
morning we set off on the hour’s drive to the forest complete with all the
above requisites (the very cute toddler being Chris and Tasha’s 2 year old)
plus a very young orphan cria who needed to come along to keep up with
her bottle feeding. The photo shoot went well but the intrinsic connection I
wanted between the toddler and the adult alpaca was just not quite there.
Before we loaded up to return home the cria came out of the float for its
bottle and of its own accord took itself off for a little jaunt into the forest.
This sparked the interest of the toddler who trotted off beside it and at that
point perfection for this avid photographer was achieved. The emotional
connection I was seeking was complete – another iconic photo “in the bag”!
With the 2009 calendar I was able to indulge in an idea I’d been “hatching”
for some time – a field of ripe barley as a complimentary background for
a white or light fawn suri. Once the barley had ripened and was due for
cutting, the harvester phoned me at 9.30 am one morning – “be here
by 11.30 am and you can have half an hour while we have lunch”. I had
requested that he cut a single strip through the middle of the barley – in
my mind the alpaca would be unhaltered and happy to just stay within the
confines of the cut strip (with a mobile gate positioned at one end, and the
float at the other). And the plan actually worked, with the combination of
a perfect sky and an obliging alpaca (bar a couple of little sortees in to the
“rough”), a local field of ripe barley and an obliging contractor – another
photographic creation complete. The 2009 calendar also presented the
opportunity to theme springtime with Flamboyance in the bluebells.
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The success of a number of my photos has in no small way been aided by
trusting alpaca owners who have placed their faith in some of my daring
ventures and quite risky settings!

2. Remember if it’s a sunny day make sure that the sun is behind you.
Most of the time, unless you are an experienced photographer,
backlighting doesn’t work as it creates dark shadows and a blurry
image. Cloudy days usually result in a better exposed photo and
also don’t result in those long shadows under alpaca chins.

Here are two helpful hints for budding alpaca photographers:
1. If those ears aren’t up don’t bother taking the photo. Always aim
for perfection, just wait ... your patience will be rewarded. And
by the way best not to try and get the ears up by making noises –
most of the time it doesn’t work and often keeps those ears down
for even longer!

When choosing images for marketing: ENHANCE your advertising by
using the BEST images.
I’m available for national and international assignments, so if you are
looking for images that are eye catching, breathtaking and enduring
– all you have to do is ask!!!
worldofalpacas 33

New Breeders - what to
expect at your first Show:
The first step is show entry, which is done through eAlpaca.
■
■
■
■

THE AGRICULTURAL AND PASTORAL MOVEMENT IN
NEW ZEALAND
Nowadays my heart lies firmly and loyally with my local Canterbury A & P
Association for whom I have convened the Alpaca Section for coming up 19
years this November.
I joined the Cattle Committee as the Alpaca Section Convenor in 2002 and
am currently the Chairperson of this Committee. I will be shortly stepping
into the role of Senior Vice-President of the Canterbury A & P Association.
I am passionate about the A &P movement in New Zealand and truly
enjoy my association with fellow cattle exhibitors and other A & P section
members.
For those unfamiliar with A & P Associations – they’re located in various
areas around the country with their prime purpose to run competitions as
well as provide a meeting place for farmers, a forum for trade site holders
and entertainment and education for the non-farming community – in
other words “town meets country”. A & P stands for Agricultural and
Pastoral – in Australia, New Zealand and the UK a number of these types
of Associations are “mothered” by the Royal Agricultural Society and they
operate under an umbrella of guidelines and showing rules.
The Canterbury A & P hosts the largest A & P show in New Zealand – it’s
called The New Zealand Agricultural Show and offers classes for all types
of horse competitions, poultry, pigs, goats, beef and dairy cattle, sheep
as well as fleece classes for mohair, alpaca and sheep, and then there
are wine competitions, mint lamb, shearing, woodchopping, sheep dog
trials, Young Auctioneers, Endurocross, Youth Handling and Stock Judging
as well as a myriad of entertainment events. Alongside the competitions
throughout the park are hundreds of tradesite exhibitors – it’s a feast
of entertainment, and education along with plenty of purchasing
opportunities.
Over the years I have really enjoyed being part of this amazing Association.
“I urge all of you – if you are looking to add a new dimension in your life
– seriously, give some thought to volunteering for your local A & P – your
assistance in any area will be truly welcomed – you can help run the alpaca
section, or ... sell tickets at the gate, show people where to park, sort out
prize ribbons etc etc – there’s a space for everyone!!!”
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Go through your alpacas and choose your best alpacas to show.
Make sure they are halter-trained.
Print out the Show Rules from the AAA Website to have as a reference
You will need to check the Show Checklist (available on the AAA Website or via a link on eAlpaca) to
ensure that your animals meet basic requirements for showing. You should make sure that you can tick all
the boxes on the Show Checklist for each alpaca you enter in the show.

When you arrive at your show:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Park and find out where your pens are
Walk your alpacas in and set them up with food and water
Wait at your pens until your animals are checked by a Steward
When the Steward arrives, bring each alpaca separately to the front of the pen so the Steward can check
the IAR tag, sex, fleece colour & length
Ask the Steward where you collect your bag and showing numbers
Collect your bag
Prepare your numbers in your arm bands
Check the Catalogue and make sure your alpacas are all in the correct classes
Make sure your alpacas are clean, no dirty tails, or burrs in their fleece.

At the show
■ Speak to as many breeders as possible, you will learn so much from fellow breeders through conversation
■ Take each alpaca you are showing to the correct marshalling area (there are usually two marshalling areas,
one for alpacas with Q-Alpaca status and a separate one for unassessed animals).
■ Let the marshalling steward know when you are at the marshalling area. You may need to bring several
alpacas to the marshalling area at once if they are in classes close together on the program. You will be
called forward when it is time to take your alpaca into the ring.
■ Sit back, relax, watch, learn and enjoy your first show. Don’t hesitate to ask people anything you’re not
sure of or if you need help - the show ring is an extremely enjoyable, social aspect of breeding alpacas.

worldofalpacas
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21
Years
on
Sandman and Dylan
Sandman was born to a Chilean import
named Cuddles and he inherited her
sweet temperament. He was always such
a gentleman and would follow the kids
wherever they led. He was the mascot for all
the alpaca events and would stand patiently
waiting in line during fashion parades. He
was also a firm favorite with school kids on
farm visits.
Sandman was sold as a 6 year old to a
breeder just down the road and gave them
a number of colored progeny. I lost track
of the breeder a number of years ago and
don’t know how Sandman spent the rest
of his days, but hopefully it was happily out
grazing with his girls.

So much has changed in twenty one years,
but some has stayed exactly the same.
We have the same property and still have
alpacas, but due to illness, and the kids
moving away it has become too much to
manage a breeding herd. The property is
now a retirement village for old alpacas and
rescue horses.
Dylan still loves animals and the farm but
the sea has always been his first choice. He
is now 27 and has worked in construction,
viticulture, crayfishing, tuna farming and
is currently a commercial diver working in
aquaculture and on industrial infrastructure
projects.
Kerry Manthorpe

‘The Cottage’ is suitable for singles or couples. It
is beautifully decorated for the Bed and Breakfast
enthusiast.
Your boutique, self-contained accommodation
includes gorgeous bedding on a queen size bed,
with luxurious alpaca doona and alpaca pillows
made to keep you warm during winter and cool
during summer. We have a selection of DVD’s,
magazines, books, and games to entertain you.
Our property has plenty of stunning views for you
to enjoy and if you are feeling energetic, take a
hike up ‘The Ridge’ for a calorie burning walk with
the reward of breathtaking views of The Valley of a
Thousand Hills at the top. A photographer’s delight!

Wattle

GROVE ALPACAS
BY Diane Boede

A bed and breakfast where we supply
the bed and breakfast and you make
both, who could ask for anything more?
Perhaps your contemplating a break away from the
hustle and bustle of a busy life, then why not treat
yourself to a boutique alpaca farm stay in the Valley of
a Thousand Hills.
We are in Strath Creek, a small rural town in the Shire
of Murrindindi, a lovely area with scenic drives to
enjoy. We are located 15 minutes from Broadford, 10
minutes from Flowerdale, 25 minutes from Yea and
Seymour.
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Relax and recharge your batteries. Watch the
abundant birdlife chatter in the nearby trees, listen to
the frogs at night in the dam or sleep the day away.
Our farm has a variety of flora, fauna, and lots of native
visitors to watch, explore and enjoy and maybe even
catch a photograph of them. In addition to our native
visitors, we also farm alpacas which roam about in
their paddocks. You are most welcome to feed the
alpacas during your stay, in fact we encourage you to
come and meet our furry friends, just arrange a time
with us during your stay and we will take you into
the paddock for an up close and personal ‘alpaca’
experience.

We love the rural lifestyle, farming our alpacas in a
caring and eco-friendly environment, sitting with
them in the paddock, watching them and getting to
know their personalities. With river flats and slopes,
the alpaca has a low impact on the soil and therefore
the ‘Green’ livestock choice for us.
We are passionate about our alpaca’s well-being;
we interact with them daily and handle them with
gentleness and kindness.
We feel lucky to be able to share our alpaca farm with
our guests, introducing them to our alpacas, which
has enlightened and educated some of our guests.
We are spreading the ‘alpaca’ word.

Into Fishing? The King Parrot Creek is a short
12-minute drive away. The main targets are trout
and Macquarie perch.

We are waiting for our first on farm proposal in the
paddock with the alpacas, hopefully we do not have
too much longer to wait! Perhaps someone reading
this article will be our first proposal! Let’s talk love.

We are a boutique alpaca breeder, our goal
is to breed fine, white huacaya alpacas, with
commercially viable fleece.

Guests can sit and relax under the verandah or your
own private grassed area with provision of table,
chairs, birdbath, and fountain.

Diane has a passion for alpaca fleece and is a
qualified AWEX Alpaca Classer (refer Alpaca Classers
listing on AAA website).

Our farming philosophy has always been to treat
the land kindly and alpacas are the best green, ecofriendly livestock choice. They are soft on the land,
they convert their feed efficiently and their curious,
intelligent, and gentle nature add to the holistic
country lifestyle.

We purchased two alpacas quite a few years ago
now, which we agisted until we finally purchased
our property here in Strath Creek.
We discovered alpacas at the Royal Melbourne
Show, I thought they were so unusual and unlike
anything I had seen before, and further research
indicated that alpacas produce beautiful, soft, fine
fleece that can be processed into luxurious, soft,
lightweight gorgeous products (I could go on, but
I won’t) and that’s what got our attention and we
were hooked.

We are members of the Australian Alpaca Association
and support the alpaca industry in Australia.

Contact details:

Instagram

M: 0419 528 808
Alpacas - info@wattlegrovealpacas.com.au
B & B - bandb@wattlegrovealpacas.com.au

Alpaca and B & B information, stories and images of our farm
www.instagram.com/wattlegrovealpacas/

Website

Wattle Grove Alpacas – facebook.com/WattleGroveAlpaca/

wattlegrovealpacas.com.au
wattlegrovealpacas.com.au/b-and-b

If you are you interested in staying at our farm,
meeting our alpacas or perhaps you are considering
alpacas for your farming enterprise, no matter which
option resonates with you– call us and have a chat.
We can talk alpacas all day (and wedding proposals)!

Facebook

By Lee Sadler
As you would expect, the thinking and planning for a glossy magazine like
this must take months. Trevor has been doing this for years, juggling the
advertising, promotions, photographs and graphics. Then there are those of
us who seldom submit their material on time … !! Trevor has been patiently
“prompting”, “nudging” and “reminding“ me that my piece is due (it’s
probably past due, but he is too polite to say that !) I spent the restless hours
of last night cogitating about what it was I wanted to say, what insight into
Fleur de Lys might be of interest to Trevor’s readers …

The past year has been an enormous challenge
for all of us. It goes without saying that the world
will not be the same after Covid. The media
keeps speaking about the quest to return to
“normal”, but surely this is the chance to create
our “new normal”. Why would we choose to
return to the hatred and bigotry that has fuelled
every line in the sand that is used to divide us,
to separate us into “us” and “them”, to give the
excuse to allow bad behaviour …?? But before I
chase these thoughts down a spiral of negativity
and regret, let me focus on the good that we find
around us instead.
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lee.sadler@bigpond.com Pages Flat, South Australia
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Jacqui Bateman Photography

When I look for the common thread that is the basis of “good” among

move around have been taken away from us, still the need to trust

us, there is much to extol. Of recent times though, I have been struck

has prevailed. (Without it, the conspiracy bandwagon would be

by the role that “trust” has in our lives. Our everyday lives are built on

overcrowded and logic and learning would have been abandoned.)

trust: both in the things that we do and in the people we interact with.

Often, trust seems to be the precursor to safety. We navigate our way

We trust that the electricity will flow safely along the wires to turn on the

through the day with a common understanding and respect for the

lights. We trust that the other drivers will stop at the red light and allow

social mores that make it possible to travel at 100km/hr down our

us to cross the intersection safely. We trust that the teachers will take

country roads with little concern. The degree to which we share our

care of our children and teach them well. We trust that the media will

moral compass creates a sense of safety, of belonging, of trusting and

tell us the truth (!) We trust our leaders to make the tough decisions that

being trusted.

will be for the greater good. We trust that “it will all be ok in the end”.

There is also the trade-off between safety and liberty. We abide by the

Looking back on life, the times of hurt and disappointment are often

expectations of society in order to stay safe, and don’t flout the rules.

when there has been a breach in trust. Whether it is in a personal

For centuries we have domesticated our pets and livestock; requiring

relationship, or a business situation, whether it is people in leadership

them to relinquish freedom in order to be safe in our homes and on our

or positions of power, when trust is compromised, the hurt is hard to

farms. We are convinced that our alpacas would rather live with the

overcome.

constraints of their paddocks, than run the gauntlet with a mountain

As alpaca farmers, we have the privilege and the responsibility to

lion in Peru, and I agree!

provide for the alpacas in our care. They don’t have any choice but to

Covid has given us all a crash course in statistics, vaccination

“trust” us to provide them with a safe environment, with food, water and

development and hand washing! And in those times between

shelter. To ensure they are looked after … you know the drill: shearing,

lockdowns, when we have had the chance to meet and chat and laugh

vaccinations, toe nails, matings, birthing, pasture management, weed

together, it has been funny to hear other alpaca farmers comment that

control, fencing, water … and the list goes on … Whatever it is about

“lock down” on the farm is not that different from “normal” – how lucky

farming alpacas that lights your fire, it is built on trust. You trust the

we are indeed.

advice you receive from the vet, the agronomist, and your peers with

As we make our way through these uncertain and challenging times,

more knowledge and experience than you. In time, you also learn to

may we learn to trust our own judgement. May we be brave, as we

trust your own judgement and experience.

choose what our future might look like. May our leaders deserve the

And so it is with life. In these uncertain times, when there has been so

trust we bestow on them and may our global village strive to find

many unknowns, so many times that the rules of engagement have

reasons to be trustworthy, as we step towards our “new normal”.
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at the last minute, when our liberties and freedom to

Big Sky Alpacas, Sunnyvale Farm, Bean Creek, Northern NSW
A small holding that farms white and light Fawn huacaya alpacas and Angus/Brangus beef cattle.
We have been farming since 2004.
www.bigskyalpacas.com.au

facebook.com/bigskyalpacas

Mobile: 0438 103 310
Email: michelle@bigskyalpacas.com.au

worldofalpacas
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Tirrikee
Alpacas
BY Jennie Menzies

Protea
It was a freezing day in September. Usually a nice month if the year though it can be
windy. Bitterly cold winds, sago snow and sleet this day.
We had one girl, Diosma, due to unpack (give birth soon) who was in one of our
maternity paddocks in front of the house with three companions. I had opened a gate
into a second paddock where there was more pasture and some protection from the
wind (haha).
All was calm...apart from the weather !
A little later we saw and heard… Diosma running into the second paddock screaming.
By now the sago snow was biting and Diosma was trying to see the legs protruding
from her, soon followed by a head.
I grabbed what I needed, which included two cria coats and ran towards the second
paddock. Diosma continued her screaming. As I ran, the cria dropped to the ground.
The screaming had stopped but. Diosma reared up on her hind legs and did a death
drop! Missed the cria by inches!
“What are you doing” I screamed! (Obviously screaming must be catching.)
I opened the gate running towards the cria. Diosma had changed tactics and was now
biting the cria!
Biting in all the soft places...groins, base of neck, under arms.....what was going on!
I managed to double coat cria and picked it up, running towards the shed. The wind
was horrific. Diosma suddenly started circling me and screaming at me. That was fine..
being a protective mother. I had to put the cria down twice and Diosma inspected her
cria each time putting herself between me and the cria.
Eventually we reached the shed. We were using a two-sided shed with gates for extra
barriers at that stage, extra coverings on the gates to protect from the wind, straw on
the floor and a straw bale for extra protection for the cria to hide behind.
The need for quick reactions had passed. We all settled down.
Over the rest of the day, I would periodically remove the inner wet, then later, damp
coat, and replace it with another so the cria
became dry and warm quite quickly and was
up and drinking soon.

Everyone in the Alpaca industry would have different stories they could
tell you of happenings in their alpaca journey. Some are interesting
achievements, some exciting happenings, some funny stories, some sad
stories plus many others.
All these stories we can learn from. We don’t all have the same stories, we
don’t all walk the same paths.
Here are just two stories from “Tirrikee” Alpacas.
Protea, the story of a cria born in blizzard like conditions, and Rota, a
determined little cria who just needed a little bit of help.

The cria was double coated, dry, shedded and
drinking well.
Time to reflect on the day’s happenings.
I realised that the frightening death drop and
the dam biting her cria were all attempts by
the mum to get her cria up...in other words she
was literally shouting, ...
“Get up or you will die!”
The mum did not break the skin anywhere she
bit the cria, but in fact had instinctively chosen
soft sensitive places to bite. Places where there
would be a pain response to stimulate the cria
to move away from the pain, to ...get up.
This girl taught me a lot about alpacas.
Mostly…. trust your alpacas and their instincts.
This dam was an excellent mother.
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Our Alpaca Experience encompasses a handson talk on ‘everything alpaca’ in our shearing
shed, then hand feeding and patting our lovely
quiet boys: Wellington, Wyatt, Valentino,
Jetstream and Lucio. Visitors aged 12 and over
can add another level to their visit by leading
one of our boys on a lovely trek through the
bush in our back paddock.
Over the years we have been operating we
have hosted visitors from all over the world,
bus loads of senior citizens, school groups,
car clubs, families, couples and lots of alpaca
lovers. We have witnessed some very moving
interactions between our animals and our
visitors, lots of happiness, laughter and smiles.
It is very rewarding for us to see the positive
emotions our animals can evoke in our visitors.

Redbank
Alpacas
REDBANK ALPACAS By Debra Borg

Andrew and I tree-changed from
Melbourne to country Victoria in 2014.
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Once we had our own alpacas this meant
we were shearing every year and producing
our own wool. This led to Andrew wanting a
beanie made from our own animals’ wool. We
have learnt how to prepare a fleece for milling,
and now send fleeces to one of the Mini Mills
that will process small batches and get our
yarn back in the form of skeins and cones. It’s
always a pleasure to see the lovely natural
colours of our yarn. My mother knits beanies,
ear warmers etc. for us to sell along with our
other alpaca merchandise.
We have also been able to provide information
and advice to people interested in purchasing
alpacas for the first time and put them onto
reputable breeders in their areas.
We bought a little property of 40 acres, and
named it Blue Gum Rise. We then had to decide
what we were going to do with it. My mother,
Dorothy, suggested we get alpacas, so we went
to some shows and talked to some breeders
and we were hooked! We have found the
alpaca community to be very friendly, helpful
and supporting; and have made many new
friends by becoming a part of this group. The
courses we have attended on many aspects
of alpaca husbandry have been invaluable
to enhancing our knowledge and confidence
when dealing with our alpacas.
Redbank Alpacas started with the purchase of
four animals and we now have 27.
Not long after purchasing our first animals, we
had friends from Melbourne wanting to do day
trips (6hrs) to see them. We thought about this
and the idea for a little tourist venture started
to form. Redbank Alpacas now offers visitors
Alpaca Experiences and Alpacas Treks by
appointment.

We are very pleased with how our little
enterprise is evolving, and we were very proud
to be a finalist in the 2019 Victorian Tourism
Awards (Adventure Tourism). This year, we
have been nominated in three categories
– Adventure Tourism, Eco Tourism and
Accessible Tourism.

One of favourite comments on TripAdvisor this year is:

Didn’t even know this was on my bucket list until I did it!
Didn’t even know I was missing alpacas in my life until I met
these guys. Such as amazing experience, learning all about
these incredible creatures, going out to feed them and
take them for a walk across the fields. Anyone who meets
them will fall in love with Wellington and Co.- suitable for
people of ALL ages, this is a trip not to be missed.

Dural
Alpaca Park
Advancing a legacy;
Dural Alpacas has
a long antiquity of
quality breeding
embedded within the
Australian alpaca
Industry.

From the age of five I never missed an opportunity to be around
alpacas, growing up and learning all aspects of the industry. I
competed in many Junior Handling competitions at Sydney Royal
Easter Show winning consecutively seven times. As I continued to
mature with the industry I was fortunate enough to gain indispensable
knowledge from my mentors and other alpaca experts.
In 2017 at 19 years of age I was provided with a unique opportunity.
With the thirteen females I selected from Helen & Michael Fritsch my
Dural Alpaca Park journey began. Over many years of breeding success
and a long line of in-depth genetics it was important for me to continue
the Dural name as I sought out to contribute to the progression of
the alpaca industry and breed animals with highly commercial fleece
characteristics.
I knew that the first year was an important time to expand on the
genetics I had acquired, so I focussed majority of my energy on my
breeding program. During this time, I began building a reputation for
high quality fleeces within the show ring. Dural Wonderwoman was
awarded Supreme at Bathurst Royal in 2018 and best white female at
Carousel of Colours in 2018.
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The pinnacle of my endeavours came in
2019 when Dural Tiny Dancer was presented
with the National Supreme Champion
accolade. Surrounding this honour, I had
many other successes within the showing
season including supreme champion
at Charles Ledger, sires progeny 2 years
running at Canberra Royal, sires & dams
progeny at Sydney Royal and many other
championships.

Alongside my accomplishment within the show ring I sought out the
opportunity to contribute to the industry and build on my understanding
of desirable animal and fleece qualities. I applied to be considered for
the judges intake and successfully became an apprentice judge. Since
then I have been fortunate enough to apprentice under many accredited
judges and look forward to continuing my learning through this program.

AAA offers

Colour Coat
DNA Test

In my venture to forge Dural Alpaca Park as an illustrious small stud, I
hope to become a leader within the industry. It is my ambition to sustain
a high level of breeding excellence and produce desirable fleeces that
encompass all the commercial characteristics.

The Australian Alpaca Association can offer easy
access for colour coat genetic testing. This can
be individual test just for coat colour, or it can
be bundled with parentage verification, or sire
certification.
What a great opportunity Australian alpaca
producers have! We are so lucky to have world
leading research undertaken in Australia. It sits us
in good stead to continue to be genetic seed stock
suppliers for the world.
To have your alpacas tested, you can contact the
AAA at info@alpaca.asn.au or buy the kit in the
AAA shop.
Colour Coat test - practical application – Brett
Fallon
The colour coat testing has huge benefits for
alpaca producers. It allows breeding programs
to make calculated breeding decisions, with the
potential to maximise genetic gain.
Historically, it has not been uncommon to see
white and fawn males used in darker coloured
breeding programs. With genetic testing, it
shortcuts the time consuming process of progeny
testing, and rules out the unreliability of analysing
the pedigree with the associated guess work.
As a hypothetical, if you were to have kept a sire
with superior attributes on farm that is genetically
“aa ee”, he could be quite valuable to improving
attributes of a black breeding program. This male
is likely to be coloured mid fawn, but due to the
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presence of four “little” alleles can throw any
colour. When bred to a black female “aa EE” he
will produce 100% progeny with the genotype for
black.
This is relatively extraordinary for coloured
programs, as you have the potential to identify
superior young lighter coloured sires that can short
cut the program.
The application is sometimes quickly understood
if you have a coloured breeding program, but this
use is not in isolation. White breeding programs
can also be advanced more reliably with the
application of this same testing. Alpaca that
present currently with a result of “aA ee” may be
solid white, but have the potential of producing
coloured offspring if they are mated with a white
alpaca of the same genotype.
Long term it may not be practical for white
commercial herds of alpaca to breed fawn alpaca.
With an understanding of the colour coat testing
already available, this can be part of the selection
criteria. Utilising “AA ee” white sires could be a
strategy used reduce the incident of fawn.
There is a lot more research to be done in this
area to perfect the use of colour coat genetics in
breeding programs, but that does not limit the
opportunity for us all now.
I could not advocate more positively in favour of
colour coat tests being used in every Australian
breeding program.
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Wharncliffe Sales July 2021

Pic#

FEMALES GROUP 1

IAR

Year of
Birth

Av micron

SD

CV

CF

Curv

Spin F/
ness

1

Canchones LONDINIUM

194 005

Dec 15

24.4

4.8

19.7

90.2

30.3

23.5

2

TASMA (out of Londinium)

252359

Dec 20

Untested (cria fleece)

3

ANASTASIA

210 146

Jan 15

25.3

4.5

17.9

86.3

35.1

24

4

DASCHA ET with male cria Darcy 19 587

Jan 13

28.7

4.7

16.3

64.3

21.2

26.9

MOUSSE

252 362

Jan 21

Untested (cria fleece)

NOISETTE (dam of Mousse)

149 866

May 2009

20.5

4

19.7

97.7

28.4

19.8

nfs

Photo: @pagodroma

Sales

1

2

3

3

4

4

July 2021
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Wharncliffe Sales July 2021

Wharncliffe Sales July 2021

Pic #

FEMALES GROUP 2

IAR

Year of
Birth

Av micron

SD

CV

CF

Curv

Spin F/
ness

1

MELITA

252 358

Feb 20

20.9

4.4

21.1

95.5

30

20.3

2

PEPITA

252 352

Jan 19

20.3

3.9

19.4

97.7

27.5

19.5

3

PRALINE

238 587

March 2018 22.2

4.4

20

93.9

24.5

21.4

4

GENISTA

238 593

April 2018

4

17.2

96.3

30.9

21.7

1

2

23

3

1

1

CERTIFIED STUD MALE

IAR

Year of
Birth

Av micron

SD

CV

CF

Curv

Spin F/
ness

Canchones URBAN MAESTRO

204 316

Oct 13

26.3

3.7

14.2

85.6

25.8

24.3

1

1

SAY HELLO
alison@wharncliffe.com.au

www.wharncliffe.com.au

Wharncliffe Alpaca Stud
221 Summerleas Road, Kingston, TAS
0438 297 147

4
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Royal View

Alpacas
Our goal - To produce broad
ribbon winning alpaca
Alpaca - Spiculus - Newly
acquired Grey Stud Male

Breeders of white &
couloured Haucaya Alpacas
56
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Stud males available for
outside matings

Fleece - All colours

info@royalviewalpacas.com.au
www.royalviewalpacas.com.au
0437 887 387

Showing …
Alpaca shows form an important part of the development of
our stud and personal branding, and are a great opportunity
to network with friends, enjoy the friendly competitiveness,
and scope out that next purchase. Our highest quality males
of all ages and young females make up our show team, which
continues to grow exponentially. From personal choice, we rarely
show pregnant females.

IT IS AN EXCITING TIME AND
AINGEAL RIDGE IS INCREDIBLY
HAPPY TO BE PART OF THIS RAPIDLY
DEVELOPING INDUSTRY.

Our Path Forward …
Our original plan to focus on white and fawn huacaya has
given way to include the full colour spectrum and because of
this direction we plan to expand our black and grey alpaca
numbers. We have exciting plans for our Spring matings with
an impressive array of certified males who are on our website
(www.aingealridge.com.au). We will continue with a very
curated expansion of the stud and look towards seeking greater
opportunities in the export market.

Welcome
to Aingeal
Ridge

Combining our professional lives with our passion for alpacas,

We have all charted different paths on
our journey into alpacas. Some of us are
interested in alpacas as pets, companion
animals, breeding animals, or raising alpacas
for their fleeces. Whatever our passion may
be, we have a common interest … we love
being around these unique and lovable
animals.

Aingeal Ridge is set to be a test case in digital transformation
and its wider application in agriculture. We will be collecting
and collating data on our alpacas which is likely to include
DNA, colour genetics, nutrition, and pregnancies. Using cloud
applications, security and management of digital data, we aim to
provide added value to our partners.

About Us …
Aingeal Ridge is located on the outskirts of Canberra (Australia)
and operated by Jenni and Geoff Smith together with our three
daughters Alysia, Abby, and Sophie. We run approximately 200
alpacas of most colours and focus on producing ultra-fine fleeces.
We were warned that alpacas are addictive and once they are
in your blood… they will be there forever. One of the exciting
features of breeding alpacas is the opportunity to develop our
unique genetics such as our beautiful Aingeal Ridge Firenze.
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Aingeal
Ridge
Exceptional
Huacaya
Alpaca
Aingeal Ridge has progressively
introduced some of Australia’s leading
genetics into our breeding program.
As a result, we now enjoy a growing
herd of elite huacaya, across the alpaca
colour spectrum, who represent our
focus on fine fleeces balanced with
uniformity, density, and handle.

TO AINGEAL RIDGE,
IT’S ALL ABOUT THE
FLEECE

Like many alpaca breeders, Aingeal Ridge hopes one day to operate in the
slim area between outstanding and incredible. Always striving to improve
fleece qualities and fibre characteristics while also ensuring we do not
compromise on frame and structure of the alpaca. Head qualities are
critical to development of the alpaca and at Aingeal Ridge we have been
seeking out those alpacas with short fluffy ears, rolling-skin noses, crimpy,
soft fine fleece and nice broad heads. We believe this is an indication of the
potential of the alpaca to produce those desirable fleece qualities.
Achieving the national award for Most Valuable Commercial Fleece for
Aingeal Ridge II Flinders stands testament to our focus on the production of
the highest quality fleeces.
Let’s not forget colour. Last year we were considering concentrating on
white and light fawn alpacas. However, favourable events prevailed, and we
are now breeding some amazing alpacas in most colour ranges. We are very
fond of black and grey. Therefore, you will find many more of these alpacas
in our stud in the coming years. Our up-and-coming stud black alpaca Royal
Highness (see fleece photo) has been performing particularly well for us
and his co-owners MalakaiAshbourne, in both halter and fleece shows at
the highest levels.
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Sustainability a focus for the AAA

 Animal Welfare

their requirements. In the end, it will ensure a stronger

 Environmental Stewardship

and more transparent alpaca industry, assist to grow

 Biosecurity Control

individual businesses and ensure all members are

 Economic Resilience (keeping farmers profitable)

meeting their legal obligations.

 People and Community (ensuring staff and
external workers are paid fairly and have safe
working environments and our products are safe
and of high quality).

Agriculture is at the centre of many of the

genetics, fibre and meat produced by Australian

sustainability challenges facing the world today, with

alpacas. It means ensuring alpaca farming and

issues such as animal welfare, land degradation,

processing is undertaken by current and future

biodiversity loss, climate change, population growth,

generations in an ethical and environmentally,

water scarcity, and human rights challenging the way

socially, and financially responsible manner.

food and fibre is produced.
that the food and fibre they purchase has been

What is a Sustainability
Framework

responsibly produced.

The Sustainability Framework is a policy document

Although the alpaca industry is still young and small

that the AAA is preparing to show our customers,

and doesn’t have the resources of other farming

the general public and those concerned about

enterprises, we must still show that we are aware

environmental impact and animal welfare that the

By being part of an industry that has a demonstrable

of our impact and are committed to addressing

alpaca industry is committed to a sustainable future.

policy for sustainable growth, being an AAA member

these issues. This will align us with other livestock

It will assist AAA members to identify and meet their

Customers and consumers want to feel confident

industries throughout Australia and the world. It will
allow us to maintain the trust and support of our
customers and the community.

obligations and allow them to demonstrate their
sustainability credentials. Members will be assisted
to implement the Codes of Practice/Standard

already meeting some or all requirements for operating
your business. Regardless, the AAA will be doing the
legwork to ensure all the information you need to meet

that outlines minimal requirements for all parts

your obligations is available to you.

of the industry and sets goals and performance

How is the Sustainability
Framework being developed?

indicators that can be measured. The AAA will report
annually on performance toward those goals and
regularly review the document to ensure ongoing
improvement.

What benefits will individual
growers receive?
will:
 Show you care about the welfare of alpacas, the
environment
 Ensure customers receive the best quality and

Operation Procedures or other tools developed by

ethically produced Australian alpaca and alpaca

Alpaca Sustainability Framework to document how

AAA and outside bodies.

fibre;

we intend to meet our responsibilities and ensure a

The Sustainability Framework is critical for the
alpaca industry as we market our fibre and livestock

or complex your alpaca business is and whether you are

The Sustainability Framework is a document

The Australian Alpaca Association is developing an

sustainable future for our industry.

The amount of ‘work’ involved will depend on how big

 Allow you to connect with customers who see
ethical treatment and sustainability as core
requirements to buy goods;

A Working Party, led by AAA Board Director Julie
Wilkinson, comprising a range of large to small breeders,
from different parts of the country and with involvement
in different aspects of our industry, will guide the
development of the Framework, set priority goals and
assist its implementation.
As part of the development of the Sustainability
Framework, we will ask 10 AAA members to participate
in a Pilot Program to provide feedback and assist
us in improving the framework, our goals and the
implementation program. These members will become
our mentors for the Framework implementation rollout.
All members will be given an opportunity to comment on
drafts of the document and will be asked to complete a
survey, which will provide the baseline data to measure
against.

For people who care about how their food and fibre

throughout the world. It will provide opportunities

is produced the Sustainability Framework offers

to meet best practice recommendations for animal

certainty that members of the Australian Alpaca

welfare, biosecurity and environmental stewardship

Association farm their alpacas in a way that is good

and worker conditions and identify pathways for

for people, animals, the environment and producers.

improving the profitability of member’s businesses.

and have evidence to prove to activists and

customers and benefits to our members.

For our members that produce alpaca fibre and meat,

Regular reporting will provide transparency and give

concerned public that alpaca farming is ethical

sustainability presents many exciting opportunities

our customers the confidence that the Australian

and sustainable.

such as:

alpaca industry is a responsible and sustainable fibre

When will the Sustainability
Framework be completed?

 increasing access to markets and investment;
 building confidence in the integrity of the alpaca
industry;
 enhancing community trust;
 rewarding businesses that meet their obligations;
and
 producing high quality products.

What does Sustainable Alpaca
Production mean?
Sustainable alpaca production encompasses the

industry. Our markets are increasingly demanding
such assurance.

What is included in a
Sustainability Framework?

 Demonstrate compliance with regulations;
 Provide access to markets where these standards
are required, including export markets; and
 Allow you to promote your sustainable production

Will this mean extra work for
members?

Input from all our members will ensure AAA develops
a Sustainability Framework document that applies to
all of our industry sectors and provides certainty to our

The Sustainability Framework will be a flexible document
as we continue to meet our goals and set new ones and

The Alpaca Sustainability Framework is an industry-

will evolve with changes to acceptable industry practice.

wide policy. It will allow us to set goals and identify

The aim is to develop the Sustainability Framework with

needs for education and training to ensure all

consultation with AAA members and other stakeholders

No matter what your involvement is within the alpaca

members meet minimum acceptable levels in alpaca

and have it and a sustainability policy up on the AAA

industry – from small breeder to fibre processor, a

care and alpaca fibre production. This is a service

website and available to members by the end of 2021.

sustainable industry benefits everyone and is vital

that AAA is providing members. There will be a need

for our future development.

for members to document their practices, but AAA

The implementation of the Framework, is expected to

A Sustainability Framework covers 5 areas involved in

will provide guidelines, templates and manuals to

alpaca farming:

assist all members, whether large or small to meet

be developed, trialled through a Pilot Program and then
available for all AAA members in the next 24 months.
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Tiyata Suri Alpaca Stud

Tiyata Suri Alpaca Stud

Email

haydenberlin@outlook.com

Facebook & Instagram

Tiyata Suri Alpaca Stud

Mobile

0439 611 115

Focusing on the
beautiful black suri.

Tiyata Suri
Alpaca
Stud
Home to 35 alpacas at Oakey, QLD,
but currently agisting in the
Strathbogie Ranges of Victoria.

I

n January 2017, I established Tiyata Suris
with the purchase of two pregnant black
suris with cria at foot. Although I have always
been interested in farming, I wanted to do
something a little different from sheep and
cattle. This led me to research alternative
animals to farm. When I stumbled upon the
Australian Alpaca Association (AAA) website,
it propelled me into the wonderful world of
alpacas, and began my journey. Whilst I loved
the concept of an animal that produces an
eco-friendly and sustainable product, the
alpacas’ calming and friendly nature was
incomparable to any other animal. From
there, I soon discovered there were two
alpaca farms in my hometown: a huacaya
and a suri and visited both with my father.

Initially, huacayas captured our hearts with
their gentle and peaceful nature. However, as
soon as we visited the suri farm it was clear
suris would become my focus- they are my
calling! As a 19-year-old, I took the plunge into
the alpaca world and have not looked back
since. There is nothing like suri fleece and this
ignited my passion for all things suri!

From there, I purchased a special male from
Baarrooka to reinforce our breeding program
and to participate in local shows. As a result,
I was introduced to the showing world which
also made alpacas a family involvement;
with the help of my mother, father and sister
for halter training, show preparation and
showing. We had great success with Toblerone
winning three Supreme Championships from
three shows! Although this achievement was
great, the help along the way was the real
prize. When travelling to the shows, I was
introduced to many knowledgeable alpaca
farmers across Queensland, who helped
shape my breeding plans and gain a new
perspective on the industry. I have also been
fortunate to travel interstate to participate in
shows- something that would not have been
possible without people I have met in the
industry. Also, attending the alpaca shows
allowed us to learn more about what to look
for, improve on and breed towards. Therefore,
driving my passion for working towards a
breeding program to produce quality suris.
As a young man, I have been fortunate to
have supportive mentors Julie Wilkinson,

Marc Mullette and Margaret Hassall advising
me about husbandry and breeding ideas and
guiding me through the ropes of the industry.
Genetics is a major focus in our breeding
program. Given that, genetic history is
a prominent factor in improving each
generation of progeny. This is achieved by
adding layers of influential alpacas from the
sire’s and the dam’s pedigree to produce
the finest cria. The eAlpaca registry has also
provided an extensive and thorough genetic
history of alpacas that has aided me in
determining which alpacas would be ideal
for breeding. This useful tool has helped in
researching the genetics of an individual
animal that has desirable fleece traits, show
winners across Australia and identifying the
most favourable genetics to add into the
Tiyata herd.
Our breeding goal is to produce a black suri
with a fine, dense, lustrous fleece with an
excellent handle while maintaining a strong
confirmation. Although Tiyata focuses on
the beautiful black suri, we have a passion
for suris of all colours. It is important to add

the quality of lighter coloured alpacas to the
black breeding program to pass on fleece
characteristics and genetic diversity. When
analysing fleece statistics and histograms, the
lowering of Standard Deviation of the fleece
has also become a major focus- we want to
see skinny tall towers! A future goal of ours
is to have a commercial herd of black suriswhat a sight that would be!
If you are interested in getting started in
alpacas, I have put together a few tips that I
have learnt along the way.
1. Mentors- people are always willing to help,
seek out someone that can help you with
husbandry and breeding questions.
2. Ealpaca- Use ealpaca to research genetics
and show results!
3. Shows- Judges will pass on constructive
comments about your breeding program.
It will also allow you to interact with alpaca
people and you get a look at more alpacas!
4. Always ask questions- Do not bafraid to
ask questions, this will only help you learn.

Join the Australian Alpaca
Association today
When you join the Australian Alpaca Association you will become a member of the primary alpaca industry
body in Australia. As a member you will have access to the best information, support and services for
managing and breeding alpacas in Australia, including access to the International Alpaca Registry (IAR) and

PROUD
WEBSITES // FLYERS // LOGOS // BUSINESS STATIONERY // PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL

TO BE AFFILIATED WITH THE WORLD OF ALPACAS

alpaca show system, which are both operated via the eAlpaca system.
There are many reasons people choose to farm alpacas: as breeders of stud stock, for fleece and/or
meat production, or simply for the enjoyment of owning and breeding these unique animals. With a range
of membership categories to suit your interests and stage in the industry, join today and enjoy all that
membership of the AAA has to offer.

Benefits
• Use the IAR to research alpaca pedigrees

• Enter your animals/fleeces in AAA shows

• Register your own herd prefix

• Network with other members in your area

• Register the cria you breed

• Receive World of Alpacas/AAA magazine

• Receive regular electronic updates on
animal health and welfare issues
• Access Regional and National training and

twice yearly
• Access a range of member incentives
• Have a say in the AAA’s future

events

Because we know there are many different stages to alpaca farming, and that people
need a range of support, we offer an array of membership options:

WWW.T20.COM.AU // PO BOX 1120 NORTH ADELAIDE 5006 // 0408 836 806 // SCOTT@T20.COM.AU

FULL MEMBERSHIP

JOINT MEMBERSHIP

ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP

Retain a herd code and
prefix, Register and transfer
alpacas, Particixapate in AAA
events and exhibit at AAA
shows, 1 vote in elections,
Receive and access members'
only electronic
information
$250
and members'
magazine.

As per full membership but up
to 4 people can participate in
AAA events and shows,
2 votes in elections.

Retain a herd code and prefix,
Transfer animals, Participate in
AAA events and exhibit at AAA
shows, Receive and access
members' only electronic
information and members'
magazine.

$275

$50

Fibre
Naturally

We had a dream.....

To take raw fleece and

turn it into soft luxurious
products and yarn for

knitting or rovings for
hand spinning or felting

We are passionate about alpacas
and their fibre and with the flexibility

We are a small family business with 3 generations working side by side.
With over 10 years Mill experience and over 25 years of Alpaca breeding, we are

of being able to do small batches

passionate about alpacas and fibre. With the flexibility of being able to do small batches

we can help you achieve your own

we can help you achieve your own boutique and unique blends with the satisfaction and

boutique and unique blends with the
satisfaction and pride that comes

pride that comes from producing a product that is created from your own alpacas.
We can process as little as a single fleece or your entire clip.

from producing a product that is
created from your own alpacas.

Macclesfield Victoria \ Phone:0407 729 227 \ E-mail:fibrenaturally@gmail.com

Since it’s inception, Mioshi Park Alpacas has
aimed to produce show winning alpacas.
The strategic matching of genetics has
enabled us to produce alpacas that have won
numerous broad ribbons in South Australia
and interstate, including successes at the
National Show.
Mioshi Park Alpacas was awarded Most
Successful New Exhibitor in Breed and Fleece
Classes at the Royal Adelaide Show in 2018.
Mioshi Park is proud to have produced its own
stud males who have outstanding offspring
that will join the show team once old enough.
Mioshi Park Cartavio brings finess and density
with colour and has produced blacks, dark
Fawn and whites (dependant on the dam).
Cartavio has won both halter and fleece
classes with his most noticeable recent
achievements being at the AAA National
Fleece Challenge where he came first with his
senior fleece and 5/15 with his adult fleece.
He manages to improve with age.
Mioshi Park Vulcanite (Suri) has just become
certified.
He has won locally and nationally including
Supreme Medium/Dark Fawn Suri at the Royal
Melbourne Show and again at the SA Colour
Classic Show where he received excellent
feedback on his locking structure, density,
uniformity of colour and lustre on his third
fleece.
Mioshi Park Alpacas has 5 other stud males
with differing genetics and characteristics
to enable us to continue to produce show
quality alpacas.
Stud male information and show results
are all available on the Mioshi Park Alpaca
website and we welcome enquires and
encourage visiting to look at the males and
their offspring.
Females are also available, either empty
or can be mated to any of the males by
arrangement.

Mioshi Park Alpacas
Located in the Adelaide Hills just outside of Callington.
Email: admin@MioshiParkAlpacas.com.au
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Tel: 0414 974 807 (Jodie)

www.mioshiparkalpacas.com.au

STEVLEY PARK

OF BROWN
N

Luxurious Suri Scarfs

by Lezley Golding

ar Nar Goon, West Gippsland, Victoria, is
the home of Stevley Park Suris, owned and
operated by Lezley and Steve Golding.

Our breeding program is focused on Brown Suris, striving for
fineness, lustre and density in all ’50 Shades of Brown’
Stevley Park Suris are proud co-owners of Canchones Diesel Plus ET.
Alpaca Toys

We have bred many broad ribbon winners and our breeding
program is now at the stage to offer quality affordable packages.
Check out our sales list www.stevleypark.com.au .
On farm husbandry and shearing workshops are available on
request. Having been in the industry for nearly 20 years we enjoy
giving back and offer mentoring, help with farm layout and ongoing
support for new customers and new members entering the industry.
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Stevley Park Odin

Nuno Scarf

FIFTY SHADES

Triangular Shawl

STEVLEY PARK SURIS

Lezley is a Fibre Artist. Her
unique handcrafted items
are available through our
Farm Studio/Shop, On-Line
Shop and takes special
orders by request. Felted
and Hand Knitted items
include: scarfs, shawls,
beanies, fingerless mittens,
soft alpaca toys, baby wear.
Yarn, hand dyed and natural
colours. Farm shop is open
by appointment.

Steve and Lezley Golding e. stevleypark@bigpond.com p. 0417 506 855 w. stevleypark.com.au

About Alpacas
The Alpaca (vicugña pacos) is a domesticated
species of South American camelid.

What is an alpaca?
Alpacas (vicugña pacos) are members of
the Camelid Family and are a domesticated
species of the South American camelid .
Camelids originated in North America over 40
million years ago. Camels migrated east via
the Bering Strait and llamas migrated to South
America.
Today there are five recognized camelids
breeds: camels, llamas, guanacos, alpacas
and vicunas. They vary by size and purpose,
some being used primarily as pack animals
and others valued for their fiber. All are used
in a secondary meat market. Camels, llamas,
and alpacas have been domesticated for
thousands of years, whereas guanacos and
vicunas continue to roam freely in herds. Many
people are familiar with humped camels, the
dromedary of Northern Africa, the Middle
East, and Southern Asia, and the Bactrian
camel of China and Tibet. Next in size is the
llama (domesticated guanaco) followed by the
alpaca (domesticated vicuna).
The alpaca comes in two breed types: huacaya
(pronounced wuh KAI ya) and suri (SUR ee).
Huacayas, the more common type, account
for about 85-90% of all alpacas. The two breed
types vary primarily in terms of their fiber.
In South America, alpacas are kept in herds
that graze on the level heights of the Andes
of Ecuador, southern Peru, northern Bolivia,
and northern Chile. Alpacas free range during
the day and are corralled at night for safety. In
the United State and Canada alpaca herds are
maintained in a more controlled environment.
As they are a prey animal, they are cautious
and nervous if they feel threatened. They warn
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the herd about intruders by making sharp,
noisy inhalations that sound like a high pitch
burro bray. The herd may attack smaller
predators with their front feet, and can spit
and kick. Although herd animals, alpacas
establish herd hierarchies and prefer their
own space within the herd. They are gentle,
elegant, inquisitive, intelligent, and observant
animals.

How long do alpacas live?
Generally, around 15 to 20 years. The longest
documented lifespan of an alpaca is 28 years.
How are alpacas different from llamas?
People often confuse alpacas with llamas.
While closely related, llamas and alpacas
are distinctly different animals. Llamas
are much larger, about twice the size of an
alpaca, with an average weight of about
250 to 450 pounds, compared to an alpaca
whose weight averages 100 to 200 pounds.
Llamas are primarily used for packing or for
guarding herds of sheep or alpacas, whereas
alpacas are primarily raised for their soft and
luxurious fleece.

Are alpacas an “exotic species,”
or are they considered simply
“livestock?”
Alpacas have been raised as domestic
livestock for thousands of years and since
the end-product of alpacas is their fleece,
like sheep, they are classified as livestock by
both the United States and Canadian federal
governments.

Do alpacas spit?
All members of the camel family use spitting
as a means of negative communication. They
do get possessive around food, and thus

may express annoyance by spitting at other
alpacas that they perceive are encroaching
on “their” food. Also, they often spit at one
another during squabbles within the herd
(usually involving two or more males). From
time to time alpacas do spit at people on
purpose, but it is more common that humans
get caught in the crossfire between alpacas,
so it’s best to study their behavior and learn
to avoid the most vulnerable situations.

Do alpacas make noise?
Alpacas are very quiet, docile animals that
make a minimal amount of sound. They
generally make only a pleasant humming
sound as a means of communication
or to express concern or stress. Most
communications between alpacas is
nonverbal.
Occasionally you will hear a shrill sound,
called an “alarm call,” which usually means
they have spotted something of concern
nearby, and they are warning others in the
herd. The concern may be a predator, or may
be something they are not familiar with, like
a cow or horse in a neighboring field. Male
alpacas also “serenade” females during
breeding with a guttural, throaty sound called
“orgling.”

Are alpacas dangerous?
No. Alpacas are pleasant to be around
and generally easy to handle. Alpacas do
not head butt. They do not have horns or
hooves like other livestock. They move
gracefully and adroitly about the field and are
therefore unlikely to run into or over anyone
intentionally. Males develop sharp fighting
teeth at about three years of age which can
cause injury to both humans as well as other
alpacas. Alpacas will reflexively kick with a
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About Alpacas
hind leg, particularly if surprised from behind.
While the impact of an alpaca kick is not on
par with a horse, it can create a bruise. Also,
there is potential for toenails to cut skin.

animals. Hay, minerals, and fresh clean water
should be available at all times. Many alpaca
owners also provide a nutritional supplement
for their alpacas.

As with all livestock, owners and visitors
should always use common sense and a
degree of caution when working around
alpacas. People working with alpacas should
wear shoes or boots that cover the whole foot
and are not slippery and long pants. Proper
handling of alpacas, as well as all camelids,
requires their gaining human trust by using a
calm voice and light restraint. Novice alpaca
owners can be mentored by experienced
alpaca owners as well as experts in learning
how to best handle them for herd husbandry.

How much space does it take to
raise an alpaca?

Is it OK to have just one alpaca?
No. Alpacas have very strong herd instincts
and need the companionship of other alpacas
to thrive, preferably three or more. Alpacas
are livestock, and should not be treated as
house pets.
Alpacas should be kept with their own gender
with a few exceptions. One exception is that
male crias need to be kept with their mothers
until weaning. Gelded males should not be
housed together with females, as they can
repeatedly attempt to breed the females. This
can lead to serious health consequences for
the females.

Are alpacas easy to care for?
They are a small and relatively easy livestock
to maintain. They stand about 36’ high at
the withers (where the neck and spine come
together) and weigh between 100 to 200
pounds.
Alpacas establish easy-to-manage, communal
dung piles, providing for easier parasite
control. Their padded feet minimize the effect
on the pasture. Alpacas do not have hooves;
instead they have two toes, with hard toenails
on top and a soft pad on the bottom of their
feet. Their toenails need to be trimmed on
an as-needed basis to ensure proper foot
alignment and comfort. Alpacas need basic
shelter and protection from heat and foul
weather, just like other types of livestock.
Under a veterinarian’s direction they also
require vaccinations, preventive medication,
and deworming. Alpacas require yearly
shearing to keep them cool in the summer
Good nutrition is essential for healthy
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Alpacas are environmentally friendly and
require less pasture and food compared to
other livestock. Stocking density impacts
the health of the animal, so owners are
encouraged to carefully assess their space.
Vegetation, access to food and water, and
shelter are some factors that influence the
amount of space needed.
Consult with your local agriculture authorities
and breeders for specific recommendations
for your area.

Are alpacas clean animals?
Yes, they are much cleaner than most
livestock. Alpacas have a minimal aroma and
tend to attract fewer flies in the summertime
than other forms of livestock.
Alpacas often defecate in communal dung
piles. There may be three or four of these
areas in a pasture, spread throughout about
10% to 20% of the pasture. This makes for
easy clean-up, reduced opportunity for
parasites, and better overall hygiene in the
herd.

What do I need by way of shelter
and fencing?
Shelter requirements vary depending on the
weather and predators in the area. As a rule,
alpacas need at least a three-sided, open
shelter, where they can escape from the heat
of the sun in summer and from icy wind and
snow in winter. Alpacas appreciate good
ventilation and owners have found that large
overhangs outside of the shelter are used
more often than an enclosed barn.
In general, fencing construction and design is
dictated by the threat of local predators. Also,
fence openings need to be the correct size
for alpacas to prevent injury from entangling
their neck and limbs.

What do alpacas eat?
Alpacas mainly eat grass or hay, and not
much—approximately two pounds per
125 pounds of body weight per day or
approximately 1.5% of the animal’s body

weight daily in hay or fresh pasture. Grass
hay is recommended, and alfalfa can be fed
sparingly. Many owners feed higher rates of
alfalfa to alpacas that are skinny as well as in
very cold temperatures.

hours. A cria normally weighs between 15
and 19 pounds and is usually standing and
nursing within 90 minutes of birth. The cria
continues to nurse for about six months until
it is weaned.

Alpacas are pseudo-ruminants, with a single
stomach divided into three compartments.
They produce rumen and chew cud, thus they
are able to process this modest amount of
food very efficiently. Many alpacas (especially
pregnant and lactating females) will benefit
from nutritional and mineral supplements,
depending on local conditions. There are
several manufactured alpaca and llama feeds
and mineral mixes readily available; consult
with your local veterinarian to ensure you are
feeding the appropriate diet for your area.
Alpacas also require access to plenty of fresh
water to drink.

New owners are encouraged to prepare for
cria births by reading about the process and
having needed supplies on hand.

Alpacas have two sets of teeth for processing
food. They have molars in the back of the jaw
for chewing cud. But in the front, the alpaca
has teeth only on the bottom and a hard
gum (known as a dental pad) on the top for
crushing grain, grass, or hay. Unlike goats
and sheep that have long tongues which they
sometimes use to rip plants out of the ground,
alpacas have short tongues and nibble
only the tops of grasses and other plants,
resulting in less disturbance of the vegetation.
However, alpacas are also browsers and
will often eat shrubs or the leaves from
trees if given the opportunity. This requires
monitoring to ensure they do not consume
harmful products.

Also, it is helpful to train alpacas to ride
in a trailer or van if they ever need to be
transported to a show or another farm.
Alpacas are easy to transport, as they
normally cush (lay down with their legs folded
under them) when traveling. Be aware that
alpacas should not be tied up when traveling.

Can alpacas thrive in locations
with very hot or very cold
climates?
Generally, yes. Alpacas are amazingly resilient
animals and have adapted successfully to
the extremes of both very hot and very cold
climates. In hot, humid climates, alpaca
owners need to take extra precautions to
make sure that the alpacas do not suffer
from heat stress. These include shearing
fleeces early in the year, providing fans and
ventilation in the barn, and offering cool fresh
water for drinking.

Does the birthing require human
assistance?
In most cases, crias are born without
intervention, and usually during daylight

Are alpacas easy to train?
Alpacas are very smart animals and are fairly
easy to train. It is best to start training them
when they are young so that they will accept
a halter and learn to follow on a lead. Many
owners also enjoy training them to walk
through obstacles. Some even compete with
their alpacas at shows where they walk over,
through, and around objects and also jump
over small hurdles.

So what do you DO with these
animals?
Alpacas are raised for their soft and luxurious
fleece (fiber). Each shearing produces roughly
five to ten pounds of fleece per animal,
per year. This fleece, often compared to
cashmere, can be turned into a wide array of
products from yarn and apparel to tapestries
and blankets. The fleece itself is recognized
globally for its fineness, softness, light-weight,
durability, excellent thermal qualities, and luster.
There are a number of business models that
alpaca farmers have developed:





Breeding and selling seedstock:
This requires excellent genetics and
sound breeding programs that will
result in breeding quality animals
that can then be sold to new and
existing alpaca farms.
Fiber-focused breeding programs:
This model focuses on breeding and
raising alpacas that can produce
high quality fleece that can then be
sold or processed into end product.



Artisans: Some alpaca farmers use
the fleece to produce products by
hand, through spinning, weaving,
or knitting. They may sell this work
either on their farm, in retail stores,
or online.



Agritourism: Various forms of
agritourism have been successful
for alpaca farmers, including
overnight stays, day trips and tours,
and special event venues. Most
include an educational component
to teach visitors about alpacas,
their fiber, and potential for alpaca
farming.

Alpaca owners are encouraged to develop a
business plan and revise it regularly.

What about the fleece?
Finer grades of alpaca fleece are believed to
be hypo-allergenic, meaning it is less likely
to cause irritation from allergen particles.
Unlike sheep’s wool, alpaca fleece contains
no lanolin and is therefore ready to spin after
only nominal cleaning. Prized for its unique
silky feel and superb “handle,” alpaca fleece is
highly sought-after by both cottage-industry
artists (hand spinners, knitters, weavers, etc.)
as well as the commercial fashion industry.
Alpaca fleece has a great variety of natural
colors, making it very much in vogue: 16
official colors (white; beige; and shades of
fawn, brown, black, and grey) with many
other subtle shades and hues. White, light
fawn, and light grey can be readily dyed,
thus offering a rainbow of colors for the fiber
artist. Alpaca fleece can also be combined
with other fine fibers such as merino wool,
cashmere, mohair, silk, and angora to attain
incredibly interesting blends.

Do I need to purchase a
registered alpaca?
Simple answer—yes. Anytime you are
investing money, you need to take all the
necessary steps to help assure that your
investment maintains its value and registered
alpacas do just that.

all over the world, they primarily provide
pedigree registration and member services
to the United States and Canada. AOA is one
of the few livestock registries of any kind that
requires that every animal be DNA tested
back to its parents before being registered.
As a result, AOA registered alpacas are highly
desired.

Are there organized exhibitions
and competitions for alpacas?
Yes, there are many alpaca shows (both show
ring and fleece judging competitions) held
throughout North America where owners can
showcase their animals and fleeces. Alpaca
Owners Association, Inc. (AOA) certifies
regional shows and fairs all over the United
States. AOA administers the show rules,
trains the judges, and offers other assistance
to these certified shows. AOA also hosts the
National Halter and Fleece Shows each year.

Can I keep alpacas with other
livestock?
Alpacas can live with other livestock provided
the following points are considered. First, is
there any physical danger living with other
livestock? Second, Is there any emotional
or physical stress that could result as a
consequence of living with other livestock.
And third, are there shared parasites and/
or illnesses between alpacas and other
livestock?

Do people eat alpacas?
Alpaca meat can be safe to eat provided the
animal has been withheld from medications
per official guidelines and veterinary advice.
Alpaca meat is not considered a primary
product market primarily due to economic
factors. It is most common in South America.
The USDA does not have guidelines for
processing of alpaca specifically.

How much does an alpaca cost?
Registered alpacas range in price from several
hundred to tens of thousands of dollars. The
price is affected by animal quality and genetic
desirability, traits which are maintained in the
AOA Registry Database.

Alpaca Owners Association, Inc. (AOA) is the
largest alpaca pedigree registry in the world.
While AOA provides services to alpaca owners
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Echo Beach Alpacas
The Australian Alpaca Association Ltd works tirelessly on behalf of all alpaca owners in Australia.
For everyone’s benefit, including non members, there is alpaca care information readily available on
the website.
Some of the key member benefits, that are driven by the strategic direction of the AAA Ltd, also have
good cross benefits for the industry as a whole. Examples of these include;

• AAA Ltd is recognised by the Australian

• Industry representation to other corporate

Government as the peak industry body for the

bodies, such as media, retailers and animal

alpaca industry in Australia. This advocacy to

welfare groups.

government provides the voice for the alpaca
community to government and other policy
makers regarding agribusiness development.
In recent times it has included consultation on
transport and export guidelines, parameters
and legislation.
• Membership of Animal Health Australia and
close relationships with other livestock peak
industry bodies which give a bigger voice as
part of the agricultural advocacy agenda.

FIBRE PROCESSING MILL

Mill established in 2004

After many years of research, we purchased the first Belfast Mini Mill to come
to Australia. Imported from Canada, with no fewer than 19 different machines,
this mill is actually two mills in one. With the capability of running whites and
light fawns through one set of machinery and black and dark colours through
the other set, at the same time.
This offers greater efficiency and flexibility and greatly reduces the risk of
colour contamination.

17 years in the processing
industry
The first dual run mini mill
in Australia

• Close liaison with international alpaca
associations to progress the international
industry.
• Alpaca industry marketing in its entirety. It is
recognised by the AAA Ltd that there are many
different aspects of the industry, including
alpacas, alpaca products, alpaca business
opportunities, agri-tourism, and finally, yet not
to be underestimated, the lifestyle investment.

Some of the attributes of what the AAA Ltd does are more specialised for Members. These include,
and are not limited to the following;

• Ongoing investment in alpaca research,
development and extension. Currently the
AAA Ltd are working on the research strategic
plan, but this investment is on all levels,
with the Richard Dixon Sponsorship a current
opportunity for any Veterinary Science student
projects.
• In-depth animal health information. The most
current and reliable animal health, welfare and
biosecurity information is regularly updated on
the Members Portal of the website.
• Regional network with local expertise and
access to mentors.
• Social and networking opportunities. Events
for the whole family, with inclusive culture
irrespective of age, gender, race, LGBTQI or
disability.
• Access to member information & events.
These include regular educational workshops,
such as the recent webinar with Dr Kylie
Munyard and Dr Jane Vaughan. Now even more
accessible in webinar format.

• Programs established and funded to
encourage Youth participation in the industry.

Deal directly with the processor
The person who answers your
enquiries is the person who
processes your fleece.
You can be assured of honest,
personalised attention at all times.
An extensive paperwork trail is kept
of all jobs which go through the mill.
Customers in every state and
territory in Australia.

• The ability to benchmark your breeding
program through showing of animals and
fleece with access to local and international
judges
• Marketing support material. An example of
progress made in this area is the supply chain
and marketing initiative, Guaranteed Australian
Alpaca swing tag.
• Biosecurity program development &
maintenance. As an example there is an
improved version of QAlpaca being worked on
currently.
• eAlpaca which provides an alpaca registry,
alpacas for sale, show results and breeding
predictors

27 YEARS IN THE ALPACA
INDUSTRY

• Regular communication via the AAA website,
member update newsletter and social media
channels (eg Facebook, Twitter)

33 years of experience of hand
spinning, weaving and felting

When Experience Counts
Echo Beach Alpacas - Anne Marie Harwood
Postal Address: PO Box 1600, Mt Barker SA 5251
Mill Address: 32 Summit Fire Track, Mt Barker Summit, SA 5251
email: anne@echobeachalpacas.com.au

Email for Price List, Order Form and Fleece Preparation Information
For more information about AAA membership, see the website – www.alpaca.asn.au

www.EchoBeachAlpacas.com.au

Judy Roberts

Artistically Alpaca

My first ‘hands on’ encounter with alpacas was in 2008
while holidaying in Tasmania. On our last day we attended
a field day and I came across a beautiful animal. He was
shorn like a poodle with a fluffy top notch, fluffy tail and
legs, a saddle of luxuriously soft wool, big brown eyes, and
long lashes. Of course, he was an alpaca. I must have one
or two!
Soon after we downsized to our present property 40 acres
in Currency Creek SA. We needed some ‘grass trimmers’
for fire risk management as part of the property is too
steep to slash, so I sourced my first 3 alpacas. You all know
how ‘addictive’ they become, so now I have 36. After 5yrs
of stashing the wool clip into the container it was to get
serious about it. What do you do with all that wool? Value
add!
My goal was to be able to make metreage of fabric that I
could put to all types of use. In 2014, after a lot of research,
I found the answer. A machine that takes the hard work
out of felt making, a bit like the wheel is to a spinner. It is a
feltLoom made in Kentucky USA.
Because of the infinite variations of the wool, the
processing has been, and still is, very challenging. Not all
pieces turn out how I wish but I call them ‘new designs’
rather than failures. I make pure felt, with or without
embellishments, but sometimes I nuno felt onto a base
fabric, depending on what the garment requires. I am now
comfortable with my products and proud to have success
in achieving the award of ‘Supreme champion’ for my efforts.
I am only using alpaca wool as my core fibre. Nothing
comes close to the rewarding privilege of using ‘The fibre
of the gods’!
Judy Roberts
Currency Creek
South Australia 5214
Ph: 0419 226 674

Australian
Alpaca
Association

Champion Photograph

National Art,
Photography and
Product Show
2021

The Breakfast Club
by Hannah Tiyce-Matthews

Champion Artwork

Sponsored by
World of Alpacas

Cria head coloured pencil
drawing
by Sharon Dawson

Champion Knit / Crochet
Exhibit Sponsored by
Fibre Naturally
Slipstraveganza Shawl
by Jannelle Jago
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Golden Charm

We are Darryl and Jessie Raines and we
live on a 30 acre property on the coast on the
outskirts of Bundaberg in Qld. We have owned
suri alpacas since 2002.
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Breeders of coloured and white suri alpacas
Darryl & Jessie Raines - PO Box 8228, Bargara, Qld 4670
P 07 4159 4624

M 0407 155 403

E

gcalpaca@bigpond.net.au
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Keiana
Lodge

Keiana Lodge Alpacas are situated approximately 1100m above sea
level and about 70kms from either Mudgee, Lithgow or Bathurst. The
area here is very well suited to breeding alpacas. We are breeding a

commercially viable herd of black suris and huacayas, however we do

have all colours. We have females, males and wethers for sale. We are
very much a family business with Keith, Diana, our son Andrew and
daughter-in-law Audrey and their children Dylan and Jaiden to look
after the over 1900 acres we run on.

You are welcome to visit by appointment,
to make it easier to show you what you may
be looking for as we have over 700 alpacas,
plus sheep and cattle.

www.keianalodge.com.au

KEIANA LODGE ALPACAS
Diana and Keith Rutter Berwick,
335 Razorback Road,
Running Stream, NSW 2850
p: 02 6358 8275 m: 0428 663 161
e: keianalodge@gmail.com

Our passion for these animals set us on a journey
to learn more. We were introduced to breeding
by fellow alpaca lovers and have been guided
and mentored along the way by some very
knowledgeable and passionate breeders. To them
we are forever grateful.

Whispering Gums Alpacas like many studs/
breeders before us started with pet alpacas.
These marvelous animals captivated us
from the moment they arrived on the
property. From here being totally intrigued
by these majestic animals our herd slowly
grew and before we knew it we had 30
alpacas in our small herd.

Realizing we were outgrowing our 6 acre property
we moved the family and the herd to “ Bundara
View “ a truly beautiful property of 140 acres on the
Leigh River Valley in Inverleigh Victoria. This has
given us the room to expand and introduce more
colour to the Whispering Gums herd.
Our breeding aim is to focus on all coloured
alpacas, endeavoring to produce strong true to
type Alpacas with correct conformation, density,
uniformity and fineness.
We have been fortunate enough to acquire a
very diverse range of stud sires over the past few
years, they are the backbone of the Whispering
Gums herd and are producing some very exciting
progeny for us.

Stud Services:
Our stud sires are available for off farm
matings, these include: Blackgate Lodge
Sunseeker (Light Fawn), Merrigig Trademark
(Light Fawn), Rainbows End Marksman (Roan),
Snowmass Fortune Favors (Brown), Rainbows
End Tornado (Grey), Whispering Gums Polar
Express (Light Fawn) and coming soon
Whispering Gums Kalypso (White).
Agistment is also available for girls being
mated on farm
→
→
→
→

Stud Services
Breeding Females
Herd Guards
Alpaca Pets

Our future is full of some wonderful ideals and
it is our passion to create a herd of quality
bred alpacas to enhance an already reputable
Australian alpaca industry on the domestic and
international market.

Contact us:
Darren & Emma Smith

Inverleigh, Victoria Australia 3321

Mob: 0409 901 931
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K2Alpacas

Joe relies
totally on the
alpacas and
they on him

K2Alpacas are based in Ireland in the picturesque Wicklow mountains a short drive from Dublin.
Its Owner, AlpacaJoe began his journey in 2014 when 3 of his four children left home. Joe has a strong
love for the outdoors and always had a desire to setup his own business. Looking towards ‘retirement’
and not one for golf or gardening he looked to get his family farm up and running. Joe is not from a
farming background however when his Uncle died, he left the family farm to his father, the farm has
been in the family for over 400 years but sadly has been rented out for the last 16 years. The farm is in
Kilcraggan, Kilkenny hence the name ‘K2’. Joe investigated getting the farm back up and running but
the capital costs were high and the returns too low. So Joe started investigating alternative farming
and came across alpacas. Two articles in particular caught his attention. The first was ‘Alpaca the Fibre
of the Gods’ and the second ‘Alpacas are the finest livestock Investment in the World’
Joe spent 2 years researching alpacas including trips to Peru, China and all over Europe and the more
he researched the more he could not believe how superior alpacas were in so many ways.
In 2016 Joe did a business start up course which turned what looked like a hobby into a business and
he started out having identified over 30 income streams. He is now up to over 50 income streams.
K2Alpacas bought a 90-acre derelict farm in 2019 as the family farm in Kilkenny was too far away from
his main market. Joe is in the process of transforming the farm. He added a farm shop in 2019 which
sells ‘all things alpaca’ and is building 7x self catering cottages to open in autumn 2021.
There are between 80 and 120 alpacas on the farm at any time, Joe breeds, trains and sells alpacas.
He specialises in white and lite coloured alpacas.
Joe relies totally on the alpacas and they on him. He knows each alpaca by name and sight, he knows
their personalities and their moods, they are part of his family.
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Joe has a multiple award winning flock of alpacas on his
farm, with the National Supreme Champions from 2018
and 2019. The National Supreme Reserve Champion from
2018 and multiple Class Champions. (Due to Covid there
were no shows in 2020 or 2021). He finds breeding to be
an interesting aspect of the business. We have some nice
genetics from Australia through EP Cambridge Alpacas
and Cedar House Alpacas.
Joe breeds for fineness and longevity, this journey is
interesting as he experiments with his various pedigree
lines. He is involved in an EBV Breeding problem as
he believes it will help him improve and accelerate his
breeding program.
AgriTourism is where K2Alpacas excel, his Alpaca and
Prosecco Trek Experience is very popular. K2Alpacas
enjoy therapy work which is growing, and they find it
very rewarding. K2Alpacas visit schools and their visits to
Montessori Schools are always a pleasure. K2Alpacas are
honoured to attend weddings and help make the happy
couple’s special day extra special.
You can’t talk about alpacas and not talk about fibre.
K2Alpacas flock deliver Ultrafine, Superfine and Fine Fibre
with over 80% of their fibre in these categories. The fibre
is shipped to the UK as there are no mills in Ireland who
process alpaca. The fibre goes to two mills. The blanket
(best fibre) goes to one to be spun into yarn and made
into socks and the short fibre off the neck and legs go
to a second mill to be used in pillows, duvets, mattress
toppers, cushions and dog beds. Nothing is wasted.
Joe has lots of ideas and its just a matter of time to
implement them. This is a journey and one that all
on K2Alpacas Farm & Stud are enjoying. Joe says that
the only thing he looks for at K2 is that those involved
have a genuine love for the animals and that they enjoy
themselves while they are on the farm.
K2Alpacas social media has over 10,000 followers on both
Instagram and Facebook. His posts relate to daily life on
the farm working and playing with his alpacas.

#k2alpacas
@k2alpacas
www.k2alpacas.ie
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Joe has a multiple
award winning flock of
alpacas on his farm, with
the National Supreme
Champions from 2018
and 2019

WOA

BREEDER
SPOTLIGHT
Join our growing list of Alpaca breeders who have joined our online directory to help
gain international exposure.
Contact Trevor for a competive advertising rate .
After 11 years in the Alpaca Industry, Jennjoley Alpacas are still
going strong, we have been involved in all facets of the Industry,
on Committees, on the Board, Convening Shows & Alpaca Events,
Showing & Breeding alpacas, sales and mentoring, we have made
many friendships over the years, welcomed & mentored new alpaca
owners into our Industry, which we have found a very satisfying part
of breeding alpacas.
Being involved in a fibre Industry where the quality of the Elite Fibre
continues to jump forward in leaps and bounds is still fascinating
and exciting, waiting to see how each years cria drop develops has
aided in patience, but it’s always exciting to bring them in and get
your hands in their amazing fleece, we find the show ring is a place
where we can see how our breeding program stacks up against the
rest of the Country and aids us in moving our future breeding
program forward, the social side of showing is where the fun
happens and where you learn so much in discussions with other
breeders.
With the challenges of the Covid Virus, I have found that having

Avenel Ridge Alpacas

Futura Alpaca Stud

Revelation NZ Alpaca Stud

Story Book Alpacas

Whispering Gums Alpacas

Alcatraz Alpacas

Lakeland Alpacas

Aingeal Ridge Alpacas

Alpaca Passion

Wattle Grove Alpacas

Buckland Alpacas

Kepler Mountain View Alpacas

Millpaca

Thief of Hearts Alpacas

Wharncliffe Alpacas

Yaringa Alpacas

Fibre Naturally

Mioshi Park Alpacas

Stevley Park Suris

Royal View Alpacas

Echo Beach

Maylands Alpacas

the time available to them, people are developing a great love
for animals, over the past 12 months we have been overwhelmed
with contacts from people wanting alpacas, goats and donkeys,
I have enjoyed the opportunity that this has presented teaching
people about these animals, how to care for them, halter train

www.worldofalpacas.com/breeder-spotlight

and offer assistance for an easy transition into alpaca ownership.

p: 08 8295 2352 m: 0415 908 321
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Melody
Lane Farm Alpacas

Why Alpacas?

to wean babies as they came. Coming up with

knew that weighing our animals on a monthly

a name for our farm was just as hard to find

basis with the digital scale that we were on the

As we dived into the world of Alpaca many

as our property. By a fluke, we named our

right track with weight and health. Alpacas can

folks would ask us why are you doing this? The

farm Melody Lane, relatives that had since

weigh from 100 to over 200lbs. Keeping good

more we learned the more we could express

passed away and who lived on that street were

records was crucial. We began halter training,

and answer this question and realized that

honored and remembered by choosing this

preparation for road shows and transporting

most folks knew nothing about them.

name. Each animal that would be born on our

by commands and hand signals. It was

We learned that Alpacas are gentle and

farm would then be christened with a musical

nothing to walk them up and down the brick

name (Maestro, Crescendo, Piccolo, Mandolin,

patio and saying “up” and “down” a hundred

camelid family thus having two is preferred.

Pavarotti and more).

times until they automatically knew what to do

They eat grass, orchard hay and grain for

How Do We Start On Our Own?

when they entered the trailer for the first time.

curious, easy to handle, a herd animal from the

supplement. Being a hardy animal they can
live anywhere from 17 to 22 years if good
husbandry and minimal vet care is in place.
Being from South America and the mountains
they can withstand cold temperatures
and their fiber is 7xs warmer than wool,
hypoallergenic and waterproof. Alpacas come
in 22 natural colors that can be dyed. The Inca
Indians discovered Alpacas over 5,000 years
ago and they are the oldest domesticated
livestock used for royalty, clothing, food and
religious ceremonies. Alpaca owners are from
all walks of life, doctors, advisors, educators
and more. We began educating the public
from that time on with this attractive business
and farming opportunity that came with many
writeoffs.

What Do We Do Now?
With three years of agisting under our belt
and 6 animals to our herd, we had to make
a decision to continue with this endeavor or
stop. Expenses were mounting and it made

Journey In To The Alpaca World:

Rebel

sense to find our own farm. We began to look
for a residence that had land and a barn to

Melody Lane Farm Alpacas began their committed journey into the world of these

house our animals. This was not as easy as we

majestic animals in July 2005. We purchased our first foundation full Peruvian female

thought as we would find the perfect house

named Mercedes who was pregnant and gave birth two weeks after we acquired her.

with no barn or the perfect barn with a run-

This was her first cria (baby) and we named this true black male Rebel.

down house (more expenses). We knew the

Our knowledge and education consisted of networking with individual farms who were

alpaca shelter could be as simple as a 3 sided

already in the business and were more than willing to take us on and mentor us. Jim

structure that protects them from the wind

and Mimi decided to agist (board) Mercedes and Rebel as we learned how to take care

but we wanted more. Finally after a year of

of the animals, attend shows on the road, build our herd and decide over time if we

looking we found the perfect place that would

really wanted to find our own place and grow further.

be our home and barn. Before our animals
could be with us we had to work on fencing,

In the next two years we purchased two more foundation females that were pregnant.

purchasing a truck and trailer for transporting,

We continued to board our animals at various farms and spent most weekends and

supplies for the barn such as buckets, halters,

every spare moment before and after work researching and traveling to locations who

gates and more. We had 5 acres and knew that

could teach us everything we needed to know.

5-10 alpacas could easily be maintained on
Mercedes

one acre of land so we set up four pastures to
rotate as the herd grew and a center section

In July of 2008 Mimi and Jim moved into their

The Show Ring:

home with plans to move the alpacas from

Our first show gave us more to learn with

agisting status to our farm 30 days later. For

handling the animals, being with crowds, more

the next month we jumped at every noise

animals and loud noises that could fluster the

and sound that came from the barn as two

best of them. A test of trust between a human

and four legged beings got used to the new

and an alpaca and we had to be spot on to win

surroundings. Settling into a routine of daily

in the ring. Each show brought new teaching

chores and moving among the animals was

and experience and seemed easier as we grew

one of the best experiences for all of us. We

to handle and teach each other.

Breeding:

Alpaca Manure:

Jim and I knew that we wanted to breed for the best fiber and

Alpaca manure is sold in 5 gallon buckets yielding around 25-30lbs of

chose our animals carefully when we bought our three foundation

alpaca beans. Wonderful for your flower and vegetable gardens, ecco

females. We also had to do the same type of research to breed

friendly and nothing goes to waste from the fiber to the beans.

those females to great males. The end result we hoped would
be a reputation that you could hang your hat on at Melody Lane
Farm. There are two types of alpaca (Huacaya and Suri). We chose

Dyeing Alpaca Fiber:
22 natural colors of the alpaca but each and everyone of them can be dyed

Huacaya breed. The gestation period for the alpaca is 10.5 months

and your own creation. Classes available.

to 12 months. You only breed once a year which produces a single

Felting:

birth (twins are not normal). Once the female breeds you hope
she holds the pregnancy and vet calls are periodically made to
check on the status of the fetus. Then the waiting period begins. A

Felting can be done with needles wet or dry. Your imagination is unlimited!
Classes available.

normal birth usually has the cria standing and nursing within 30

Fiber Studio with Product:

minutes with no complications. A proven female hopefully will

Boarding/Agisting:

produce enough milk and tend to her baby almost immediately. A
maiden female (never pregnant before) could be more difficult as

We offer agisting of your alpacas if you choose not to have the upkeep of

they are not sure what to do or what just came out of them. Cria’s

a farm. We currently have six alpacas from Alpacas of Sugarcreek LLC that

are stupendously cute and funny. As they grow and mature you

have resided with Melody Lane Farm since 2008.

see all kinds of new things as these babies discover the world, their

Farm Tours and Visits:

mothers and their playmates. A cria can weigh anywhere from 10 to
21lbs at birth and is weaned from its mother between 5 or 6 months
or 60lbs. It is important to keep good records, weight and all tests/
shots that have to be completed before you register that alpaca with
DNA blood samples to the registry. A Certificate of Registration is
then sent to owner of alpaca with name and proof of Sire and Dam.

One of the things we are most proud of at our farm are the farm visits that
take place with groups and animals. We charge a small fee for attending
but this keeps the alpacas stocked with cookies and lets you get up close
and personal with each one. We have done autistic, Alzheimer, groups with
moms club, individual, pre-engagement photos, lunch with the alpacas and
many more. Currently working on a therapy alpaca Maestro to visit a large
hospital in Ohio.

Shearing:
Done once a year at end of April or first week
in May. Our shearer comes in from out of

Trip to Peru:
We were fortunate to fly to Peru and see how another country raises and
takes care of the alpaca. Photos available upon request.

state. We ask for volunteers from age 12 and

Vet Technician:

up to come and help with the process and

While working full time Mimi spent almost two years studying to become a

experience what takes place to remove fiber

Vet Tech in hopes to improve on taking care of large animals and her cats.

from alpaca. We sell the raw fiber as they are

Her love for animals and the inspiration of the alpacas helped her to walk

being shorn, process some for product at the

thru the door of college at age 50. For that she will always be grateful.

mill, rovings, spin on a wheel for yarn and also

In Memory:

have yarn made at mill. We shear about 21
alpacas in 3 hours.

It is fitting to remember all of our animals as they have left Melody Lane

Fiber Spinoffs:

Farm in a sale, re-housed or a loss. We started in 2005 with Mercedes and

Melody Lane Farm has participated for years

old and gave us many cria. She was the best mom to her babies and never

in fiber spinoffs all over the United States.

had a bad delivery. She was smart and our alpha female to the herd. She

While you cannot attend every show you can

kept the girls in line. Sadie did her last farm visit in 2019 to 42 kids and

still make a difference by showing the fiber

adults. There will never be another like her. This was Sadie’s last selfie with

from your animal. We have achieved many

one of our guests. She passed the following day. Thank you Sadie.

blue ribbons, judge’s choice ribbons, honorary
mention and other ribbon placings. We
do this to show that our fiber maintains its
expectations through the years. Learn to spin

it is fit to end with Mercedes who began it all for us. Mercedes was 17 years

Thank you for allowing Melody Lane Farm to share their story and how it
all began. We currently reside in Valley City Ohio and would be honored to
share our experience with all of you.

at our farm.
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Retirement
Sale
Alawah Alpacas
Christine Greig
christinegreig@gmail.com
0410 149 901

2020: 19.30 Micron, SD 4.50,
CV 23.30%, CRV 45.76

Hoi Ann
2020: Micron 22.5, SD 5.0,
CV 22.3% , CRV 50.01

Mylah
2020: Micron 20.2, SD 4.5,
CV 22.4% CRV 45.1

Addison

Adelphi

Luna

Shaiarni

2020: Micron 21.0, SD 4.4,
CV 21.1%, CRV 55.26

2020: 21 Micron, sd 4.5,
CV 21.3% CRV 40.75

2020: Micron 22.3, SD 5.50,
CV 24.8%, CRV 49.9

2020 Micron 21.9, SD 4.7,
CV 21.5%, CRV 40.94

Cobee
98

Adelee

2020 Fleece: Micron 25.6, SD 5.1,
CV 20%, CRV 35.75
worldofalpacas

Fraya

Maleni

2020: Micron 19.30, SD 4.5,
CV 23.3%, CRV 45.76

2020: Micron 23.1, SD 4.40,
CV 19.2%, CRV 50.46

Harper
2020: Micron 24.6, SD 6.6, CV
26.8%, CRV 44.4
worldofalpacas
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It became obvious that we needed help to eat down the paddock grass, & after some
online research we decided that Alpacas were going to be the solution. The research
revealed that they are gentle on the ground, as they have soft pads, they are relatively easy
to care for, & if there is plenty of ground cover, they don’t need additional supplementary
feed. We bought our first herd of nine girls in 2017 from Helmshore Manor Alpacas, four of
whom were pregnant. We quickly warmed to these beautiful animals & spent many hours
of pleasure learning each of their individual personalities. In the early days we would
take a bottle of wine & some cheese & biscuits to sit on a picnic rug down in the alpaca’s
paddock. They are so inquisitive, & would quickly come up to us to explore what we were
doing & to familiarise themselves with us.
Since purchasing our first alpacas we have bought several at Breeders Choice Auctions to
improve our fleece and bring in different bloodlines. We were gifted a further 10, including
an entire grey male. This allowed us to begin our breeding program where we wanted
to specialise in greys, browns and blacks. We have bred 20 crias in the past 3 years. The
first drop of 4 crias was a steep learning curve as 2 were extremely difficult births. This
encouraged us to attend a weekend cria birthing workshop which was run by the AAA.
One cria had to be bottle fed as the mother rejected it, & after 6 months of bottle feeding in
rain and snow we have a beautiful brown girl that is now an important part of the family &
extremely human-friendly. We called her cinnamon, & every time somebody approaches
her paddock, she runs over for cuddles & neck rubs.
Earlier this year we were approached by Lifeline Central West through our neighbour in
relation to a lady wanting to complete her bucket list of handling and feeding an alpaca
which we gladly partook in. In April 2021 the lady, Sandra, and local media attended
our farm where she was given numerous alpacas to cuddle where she quickly became
overwhelmed with emotions while fulfilling her bucket list.
This was followed up with Cherglen “spice girls,” Cinnamon & Nutmeg, attending the
2021 Royal Bathurst Show, coupled with Lifeline for another mental health fundraiser. We
encouraged people to get up close and personal with “Our Spice Girls” whilst educating
people about alpacas as well as gold coin donations for selfies with Cinnamon and
Nutmeg. We raised in excess of $600. Through this exposure we have been approached by
numerous disability and other community groups to either attend our property or for us to
take alpacas to them for varying different exposures.
With the help of our daughter & son, we are currently working on the development of a
web page & facebook exposure for our alpaca stud. We love the natural alpaca fleece
C A & G A MCGOWAN

Our Story

I

colours, particularly the various shades of brown, the blacks & the greys. Our plan is
to commence producing natural-coloured garments, more particularly babies booties,
jackets, & adult scarves & beanies.
We have been very fortunate to be mentored by a group of wonderful alpaca breeders,

n 2016 it became apparent to both Glenn & myself that we needed to move from the Central

Jill & Brian Ross from Helmshore Manor Alpacas & Jennie Menzies from Tirrikee Alpacas. I

Coast to a quieter place somewhere in the country, to allow for Glenn to heal after being in

would highly recommend new alpaca owners to participate in any AAA workshops as we

the NSW Police for the past 13 years. Our search began in Mudgee then extended to the South

have learnt invaluable information from participating.

Coast & Orange, before we found our dream property online in O’Connell. It’s a 10 Hectare

Furthermore, apart from the sheer pleasure of owning these wonderful creatures, &

property, high on the hill overlooking the O’Connell Valley. To start with there was 3 living trees,
2 dead trees and a very large open paddock. We firstly lived in a shed for 1 ½ years prior to
moving into our forever house in July 2018. We are completely self-sufficient, with off-grid solar
power, numerous rainwater tanks, & a solar powered bore. Glenn has spent hours installing
fences throughout the property, he has built a shearing shed & we have both planted in excess
of 300 trees around the paddocks.

interacting on a daily basis with them, they have also aided Glenn to heal from the mental
health injuries he sustained whilst in the NSW Police. They are such gentle, kind, loving
creatures, who have given us both a great deal of pleasure. At the beginning, Glenn wasn’t
that keen on the alpacas. But he has since come to love them as much, if not more than I
do. We currently have 32 alpacas on our property & are continuing to grow our herd, whilst
improving fleece & breeding quality natural colours.
7 Warego Lane, O’Connell NSW 2795
0409 659 857
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cherglenalpacas@gmail.com
FB: Cherglen Alpacas

cherglenalpacas.com.au
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Green Gully
Alpacas
Fifteen Years On

O

ur love affair with alpacas started in 2004,
when we made the decision to buy three

alpacas for our two acre property and move out
of the suburbs in the Hunter Valley. Of course, two
acres was not enough land and our addiction to
these amazing animals led us to our current fifty
acre property at Kentucky South in the fine wool
growing area of the New England region of NSW.
With a larger property, our alpaca herd grew and
with it the expenses related to running the herd.
We quickly realised that our continuing alpaca
venture relied on financial viability. We needed
to find ways for the alpaca addiction to become
financially self-sufficient.

We have an elite white and fawn herd, who must
meet the most stringent of fleece criteria for both
fineness and standard deviation. The genetics of
our foundation males, Kia Ora View Temptation
and Millduck Lincoln, still form the backbone
of our herd with new males shared with Hunter
Alpacas enhancing our genetic offering. Our show
successes in recent years with white animals has

We explored different avenues to create farm

given us confidence that our breeding objectives

and it is enormously satisfying to see our genetics

services across the New England and as far north

income and this formed our business plan. We

are sound.

successfully contributing to improvements in

as Stanthorpe, we have the opportunity to get

Breeding quality blacks and greys has always

other herds.

our hands on many fleeces. This provides insight

been one of our hallmarks. Our reshaped herd is

There is a huge demand for Australian alpaca

the beginning of a new generation that includes

fleece and there are several cooperatives/ resellers

proven genetics from; Tarraganda Lodge, Vista

across the different states who can facilitate

Offering Agistment has been a fantastic

We have now been operating Green Gully as a

and Wyona combining with our stable of quality

fleece sales. This gives all breeders the chance to

experience for us. Supporting farm infrastructure

self sufficient business for 15 years and during

females based on Longueville, Jolimont and

get fleece out of their sheds. There is a market for

improvements and the purchase of new genetics

that time we have come to understand that

Koorana Park genetics. We are very excited by the

all types of fleece. By understanding how to best

for our herd. Of course, caring for other people’s

longevity relies on diversification and flexibility

potential of exciting cria in the years ahead!

prepare fleece for sale, there is an opportunity

animals involves commitment and trust between

Covid has limited the ability to show and market

to cover shearing and more depending on the

all parties. We thank Sunline Alpacas for the

Until the drought in 2019, we had been running

our best genetics in recent times; however, on the

quality and quantity.

opportunity to care for their herd over many

150 head of alpacas on our highly fertile basalt

flip side, in our area there is an increased interest

As we are passionate about getting fleece from

and fine granite property. During 2020 and 2021

in pet sales. We have kept our favourite older girls,

farm to market, we have chosen to join Waratah

Fifteen years in the industry has taught us many

some tough decisions were made and we have

who often still surprise us with show quality cria,

Fleece Cooperative and provide an on farm fleece

lessons and challenged us in ways we could

chosen to reduce our numbers by half to support

and their role in our herd is to breed coloured

collection service. Fleece sales from our herd

never imagine. We have met wonderful people

a more financially viable future for our farm.

pets with great temperaments.

covers the purchase of hay for winter feeding.

who love to talk alpacas as much we do and have

for the past 10 years. For astute purchasers, this

Value adding to fleece to produce yarn and

made lasting friendships this way. By ensuring we

auction is an amazing platform to access genetics

knitted product is another income opportunity.

continue to remain financially viable we hope to

from large and small breeders across the country.

We are lucky enough to have a local shop who

keep enjoying the company of our animals and
watching them produce offspring with beautiful

identified different ‘products’ that we would sell;
stud animals, matings, pets, wethers, fleece and
knitting yarn and services that we could provide
to others such as agistment and shearing.

when challenges occur.

In our early years in the New England, the sale of

Online animal sales is part of the new Covid

stud animals, pets and herd guards happened

normal and it is more important than ever to

fairly consistently. However, after the challenges

have a presence on social media and a website

presented during the drought and more recently

that is kept up to date. Alpaca auctions is another

Selling some of our best animals is a way to

supports the sales of local product.

Covid, we have again revisited our breeding

great forum for animal sales and Green Gully

promote our herd and spread our name across

Our passion for fibre has led to an interest in

objectives and business plan.

has participated in the Breeders Choice Auction

the industry. We have never shied away from this

shearing and classing fleece. By offering shearing
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into the impact of different genetics in creating
the intricacies of fleece characteristics.

years.

fleece and equally beautiful personalities.

Cathy and Noel Reid
89 Brechts Lane, Kentucky South
NSW 2354
Noel mob 0415 459 067
Cathy mob 0414 663 541
noelreid@bigpond.com
cathyreid@bigpond.com
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BY KEN AND DONNA CLARK

We start our love of these wonderful animals in 2013. Whilst on
our holiday down NSW/VIC.
We came across them at a cheese factory in southern NSW in a
petting yard. Donna fell in love and it all began.

Within in a month of getting home and speaking to a farm in
Gympie, we went and checked them out. Donna was not aware of
this as it was a surprise. I choose 3 wethers to start our adventure.

and interstate while showing. We ventured down to the nationals in
2017 and was blown away with the number of animals on display
and the friendliness of everyone.

Well, we enjoyed having them then the herd started to grow. In
2014 our first cria was born and that was a game changer is our
new hobby. We purchased a few more females and the herd was
growing. We had to move from our 2.8 acre property to a 50 acre
one up the mountain from where we were. After a couple of months
getting it all sorted we decided to get a bit more serious about
alpacas and went to a couple of workshops and wanted to expand
our knowledge of the animals. From that we meet some wonderful
people that convinced us to start showing. We purchased a couple
more females and crias at foot, to start a small show team.

We have grown a lot since that time with the number of alpacas
we have and our outlook. I enjoy the not so ordinary and love the
different colour variety and combinations. My aim is Fancy alpacas.
I know not everyone’s cup of tea. But we enjoy a paddock of multi
coloured animals and can easily be recognised. When you go to
check on them it is easy to see if one is missing.

Our first year was above our expectations with the great results we
achieved. We were hooked. Our small herd started growing after
that year with crias dropping and the show team growing. We are
so happy with all the friends we have made along the way, local
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With the drought hitting hard down south. We had been speaking
to a couple of farms struggling and offered to help them sell a few
of there herds. As we were getting plenty of inquiries for these
wonderful animals. We started selling some animals to help the
farmers out. From that we have sold a lot and got ourselves a
clientele that keeps us busy mentoring and assisting with the
upkeep.

These animals have become our life as both Donna and I still work
full time, so any spare time is taken up with them. Last year was
hard for everyone with Covid and all the restrictions, with shows
not going ahead. We still managed to keep our lives busy.
With the purchase of Bob (Freycinet) we started a Facebook page
about him. As Bob is different his moto is “it is cool to be different”.
He is out there to educate children that it is ok to be different. He
has a great following and has been a great help to these children.
We have people wanting to visit and interact with our alpacas all
the time and we love it. I can talk about them all day. We don’t
charge. We have had a few of our customers join the AAA and are
going to start showing and breeding themselves.
As everyone in this industry has been through it comes with its ups
and downs. We have lost a few. It was very disheartening when we
lost several of our good young ones with no signs of illness. With
the help from our vet, they discovered we has a tree that they all
rested under was toxic and the babies were sucking the leaves and

being poisoned. That tree was soon dug out and any others that
were found on the property.
We have had highs with births and show winners. But we could not
have achieved any of this without the help of so many. Everyone is
so easy to chat with and happy to help with their knowledge and
experience.
We are hoping to keep our herd improving in quality. Our main
outlook is temperament though. No use having the best alpaca
available, but it is not friendly and safe to have around kids. As
most of ours even the males I know my grandkids can go out into
the paddock and interact with them and be safe.
We both are looking forward to this years drop of crias and hope
for something special. I have started to learn to shear so we can try
and maintain the herd. We cant wait to start showing again to catch
up face to face with so many wonderful people. Facebook has help
with keeping in touch and learning from peoples experiences.
Regards Ken and Donna Clark

Alexandra Place is a family run
business. The front of the property

alexandra place.
Bendigo Accommodation

was built in the Victorian era with the
rest of the building built in 1998. You
can always assume rooms are either
being updated or a plan is in the works
to do so. We are passionate about
modern accommodation, sustainability
and providing exceptional customer
service.

These animals have become
our life as both Donna and I
still work full time, so any spare
time is taken up with them.
Follow us on Facebook:
Paca Heaven
Alpaca Heaven
Bob the Alpaca

200 McCrae Street
Bendigo, Victoria 3550
Phone
0492 991 069
Hotel Reservations
info@alexandraplace.com.au
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Alpaca to Product
Luxurious yarns processed on farm from finest local fleeces
Boutique milled for knitters, crocheters, spinners, weavers and felters

Environmentally Friendly Processing
Solar power and rain water harvested directly from rooftop
No harsh detergents or dyes

Spinning services for small breeders
Specialists in processing single saddles and small batches

Boston

Fine Fibres

S P E C I A LT Y F I B R E M I L L

www.bostonfinefibres.com.au
0417 497 940
Proudly 100% Australian owned and operated

WWW.
WORLD OF
ALPACAS.
COM
Promotion, education
and passion for Alpacas

www.maylandsalpaca.com.au
info@maylandsalpaca.com.au
0408 533 705

Alpaca Halters & Giftware

Zephyr Alpaca & Llama Halters
Zephyr Leads
Training Aids
Giftware

Propharma Suppliments
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www.maylandsalpaca.com.au
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www.aingealridge.com.au

